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This year, the IPA Convex will continue its support to the industry by holding the 46th IPA 
Convention and Exhibition 2022. This year's event will be held in hybrid concept, which visitors 
can attend both at the Jakarta Convention Center and through virtual platform at https://vir-
tualipaconvex.com.
 
The global pandemic is not the only challenge the industry encountered. While the future is 
not ours to see, it is always ours to envision. The national energy needs and the pathway for the 
energy transition to maintain balance with the risks of climate change is also at our doorstep. 
Hence the theme of the 46th IPA Convex 2022: “Addressing the Dual Challenges: Meeting 
Indonesia’s Energy Needs While Mitigating Risks of Climate Change”.
 
The IPA Convex 2022 will have panel discussions, special sessions, and technical presentations 
on the urgency of achieving Indonesia’s energy needs in 2030 as well as the energy transition 
pathways in accordance to mitigate the risks of climate change.
 
The exhibition, despite the pandemic situation and after careful consideration, will be held in 
a hybrid concept. A combination of offline activities at the Jakarta Convention Center and a 
new territory without borders and limits: the virtual exhibition. Audiences around the world 
are just one click away with no limit to the exhibition floorplan. They will have a broad new 
virtual networking experience, with a global reach.

On behalf of the 46th IPA Convex Committee, please allow me to extend an invitation to all of 
you. Please join us at the Jakarta Convention Center or virtually to contribute and participate 
actively in the event, whether you are exhibiting, speaking, sponsoring, attending the conven-
tion, or visiting the exhibition. Please join us at the highly anticipated event of the oil and gas 
industry, where policymakers, investors, government, professional practitioners, and engineers 
gather to discuss the latest issues in the oil & gas industry. We are hoping you will get the best 
experience of our hybrid convention and exhibition.

Look forward to seeing you in the 46th IPA Convex 2022!
 

Krishna Ismaputra
IPA Convex Chairperson

The world is encountering a constant challenge. The oil and gas 
industry with no exception, not only the record-breaking low oil price 
but also the accelerated energy transition. Furthermore, the situation 
is not getting any better with the new covid-19 omicron variant.
 
In 2020 and 2021, the IPA Convex adjusted and adapted to the 
situation by holding the convention and exhibition virtually. When 
Covid-19 was declared as a global pandemic, the IPA took the 
initiative to establish a new format for the convention and exhibition. 
This is the commitment from the IPA to fully support the industry 
and encourage the industry practitioners in the middle of an uncer-
tain situation.

Welcome to the IPA Convex 2022!
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Pertamina Hulu Energi (PHE)

Company Name   : PT Pertamina Hulu Energi 
Corporate Email   : pcc135@pertamina.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 29547086
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 29547000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.phe.pertamina.com
 Instagram  : @phe.pertamina
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : @pertaminahuluenergi
 YouTube   : @phe.pertamina

Company Desription :
PT Pertamina Hulu Energi (PHE) became PHE Subholding Upstream.

In line with the transformation of PT Pertamina (Persero) as an oil and gas holding company, 
PHE was appointed as PHE Subholding Upstream in 2021 to lead all upstream business in 
Pertamina. This step will assist Pertamina in achieving its 2024 aspirations of becoming a 
global energy company through superior operations, business development acceleration, and 
increased capability and flexibility.

The words &quot;the Company&quot; and &quot;PHE&quot; refer to the PHE Entity. Mean-
while, Pertamina Hulu Energi (PHE) and its Subsidiaries are referred to as &quot;PHE Subhold-
ing Upstream&quot;. PHE Subholding Upstream manages Work Areas on a regional basis, 
taking into account factors such as production volume, regional geography, and operational 
complexity.

PHE Subholding Upstream Work Area is divided into 5 (five) Regionals, each of which covers 
40 Domestic Work Areas made up of 27 operator blocks and 13 non-operator blocks, as well as 
27 International Work Areas spread across 13 countries in Southeast Asia, Africa, Europe, and 
the Middle East.
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bp INDONESIA

Company Name   : bp Indonesia
Corporate Email   : indonesiaqueries@bp.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 78838333
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 78838000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : bp.com/indonesia
 Instagram  : @bp_idn
 Twitter   : @bp_Indonesia
 Facebook  : bp
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
bp has been delivering energy solutions for Indonesia for over 50 years, and we will continue 
to deliver long-term value for our customers, communities, and all our stakeholders in Indone-
sia. Our purpose is reimagining energy for people and our planet. We want to help the world 
reach net zero and improve people’s lives.

Our energy solutions for Indonesia range from hydrocarbon production & operations, to 
energy trading & shipping, and retail products. Activities include exploration and production 
in Tangguh liquefied natural gas (LNG), Andaman II PSC and the newly-acquired Agung I and 
Agung II PSCs; and energy products and services with Castrol Indonesia, PT Aneka Petroindo 
Raya, PT Dirgantara Petroindo Raya, PT Jasatama Petroindo, and PT Petro Storindo Energi.

To know more about how bp brings value to Indonesia, visit bp.com/indonesia

Tangguh LNG
bp has been operating Tangguh LNG since 2009. Located in Teluk Bintuni in Papua Barat 
Province, it is a fully integrated LNG operation – bringing gas from Teluk Bintuni, processing it 
in our two-train onshore liquefaction facility, and delivering the LNG to customers. We are 
working to expand the Tangguh LNG plant by adding a third train, which will increase 
Tangguh's production capacity by 3.8 mtpa. We have safely delivered more than 1,000 cargoes 
to our customers in Indonesia and Asia. Since 2013, we have been supplying LNG to Indonesia, 
in line with the readiness of the country's regasification capability.



Castrol Indonesia
Castrol has been in the country since 1997, providing Indonesian customers with quality 
lubricants for their cars, motorcycles, as well as commercial vehicles and industries. Castrol 
operates a fully-automated lubricants blending plant in Merak, Banten with a capacity of 
80,000 million tonnes per annum (mtpa).

PT Aneka Petroindo Raya
A bp joint venture, PT Aneka Petroindo Raya is committed to developing and offering a differ-
entiated consumer proposition across Indonesia's growing fuels retail market. Our aim is to 
open up to 350 fuel stations in Indonesia in the next 10 years. All oir fuels service stations in 
Indonesia are fitted out with the goal of reducing their carbon footprint.

PT Dirgantara Petroindo Raya 
An Air bp joint venture, PT Dirgantara Petroindo Raya will support the development of 
Indonesia's aviation industry. We are the jet fuel supplier for Wiladatika Private Airport in 
Jakarta, and we operate a jet fuel storage and provide into plane filling service at the Morowali 
Industrial Park in Central Sulawesi.

PT Jasatama Petroindo
As bp’s trading & shipping arm in Indonesia, PT Jasatama Petroindo has extensive experience 
in trading gasoil for mining and industrial purposes, as well as fuel oil for marine vessel power 
plants.

PT Petro Storindo Energi
PT Petro Storindo Energi is a tank terminal company developed to meet the rising demand 
for diesel fuel for expanding coal mining operations in Kalimantan Timur. A joint venture 
between bp and PT Bakrie & Brothers Tbk of which bp owns a 30% stake of, it includes a 
75,000 m3 storage terminal along with a dolphin mooring system located in Sangatta, East 
Kalimantan.
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Energi Mega Persada PT

Company Name   : PT Energi Mega Persada Tbk.
Corporate Email   : info@emp.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2994-1500
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 2994-1247
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.emp.id/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Energi Mega Persada (EMP) is an upstream oil and natural gas Company that has operating 
areas in Indonesia and Mozambique. EMP’s business activities include exploration, develop-
ment, and production of crude oil, natural gas and coal bed methane.

EMP was established in 2001 and has been listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange since 
2004. Through its subsidiary, EMP operates and own working interest in Eleven (11) oil and 
natural gas properties: Bentu PSC, Korinci Baru PSC, Malacca Strait PSC, Tonga PSC, South 
CPP PSC, B PSC and Gebang PSC in Sumatra; Kangean PSC in East Java; Sanggatta II CBM 
PSC in East Kalimantam; Sengkang PSC in Sulawesi and Buzi EPXX in Mozambique,Africa.

The Company applies its extensive skills in reservoir management, innovative use modern 
technology and drilling techniques to the exploration and productionof oil and natural gas in 
area of over 28,000km². EMP is a major natural gas supplier in the rapidly growing industrial 
region of East Java and Sumatra, both for power generation through the National Electricity 
Company (PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara – PLN) as well as for feed stock for industrial needs.
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ExxonMobil Indonesia

Company Name   : ExxonMobil Indonesia 
Corporate Email   : contact.indonesia@exxonmobil.com 
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 5092 1234
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 5092 1234
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.exxonmobil.co.id
 Instagram  : @ExxonMobil_ID
 Twitter   : @ExxonMobil_ID
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
This year marks more than 124 years of our presence in the Nusantara archipelago, beginning 
in 1898 with the Company’s first marketing office opened in Java. Then in 1912, the Standard 
Oil Company of New Jersey started its exploration activities in Sumatera. Following our 
journey in 1968 as one of the first Production Sharing Contract (PSC) contractors for the B 
block and North Sumatera Offshore (NSO) in Aceh, we continue our commitment to support 
Indonesia in meeting its energy demands as the operator for the Cepu Block in East Java since 
2005.

The Banyu Urip oil field in Cepu Block has produced up to 235,000 barrels of oil per day during 
its peak production or contributed more than 25 percent to the country’s national oil produc-
tion, making the block as the largest crude oil producer. 

We believe that people are our greatest assets, and the success of our business in Indonesia is 
a direct reflection of the quality of our workforce. Our upstream operations are supported by 
more than 450 employees, of which 99 percent are world-class nationals. Among those are 110 
operators we recruited from neighboring areas in East and Central Java. Before they returned 
to operate Banyu Urip facilities, they had undergone training at various ExxonMobil global 
operations for years. 

PT ExxonMobil Lubricants Indonesia (PT EMLI) represents ExxonMobil’s downstream presence 
in lubricants, chemicals, and fuels businesses in the country. PT EMLI had successfully entered 
the fuels market for industrial and commercial customers in 2016. Our chemical business also 
supports the pandemic response in Indonesia. ExxonMobil has also acquired PT Federal 
Karyatama (FKT), one of Indonesia’s largest manufacturers and marketers of automotive 
lubricants, in 2018.



In collaboration with Pertamina, the state-owned energy company for Indonesia, ExxonMobil 
has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) and Joint Study Agreement (JSA) to 
assess the potential for large-scale implementation of low-carbon technologies. The agree-
ment strengthens a decades-long strategic partnership between ExxonMobil and Pertamina, 
and has the objective of advancing Indonesia’s net-zero ambitions.

Our commitment to the community goes far beyond the dollar investment itself. 
ExxonMobil is also committed to community development programs with three main pillars: 
education, health, and economic development. We have invested more than $35 million that 
benefit more than 200,000 Indonesians since 2007.

GOLD SPONSORS
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MedcoEnergi

Company Name   : PT. Medco Energi Internasional Tbk.
Corporate Email   : Investor.Relations@medcoenergi.com , Corpo  
      rate.Secretary@medcoenergi.com 
Corporate Fax   : (62-21) 2995 3001
Corporate Phone Number  : (62-21) 2995 3000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.medcoenergi.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/medco-ener-  
      gi-international-tbk/
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
MedcoEnergi produces Oil & Gas primarily in Indonesia with an increasing presence in South-
east Asia. The Group operates gas, solar PV, geothermal and hydro power plants in Indonesia 
through Medco Power and owns a non- consolidated interest in a large Indonesian copper 
and gold mine, Amman Mineral Nusa Tenggara (AMNT). The Company is well placed to bene-
fit from the region’s rapid economic growth and expanding demand for clean energy.
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Mubadala Energy

Company Name   : Mubadala Energy
Corporate Email   : id.communications@mubadalaenergy.com 
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 7592 2831
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 7592 2830
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.mubadalaenergy.com
 Instagram  : @mubadala_energy
 Twitter   : @MubadalaEnergy
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : Mubadala Energy
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Mubadala Energy is an international energy company, headquartered in Abu Dhabi. With a 
diversified portfolio of operated and non-operated assets spanning 11 countries, its primary 
geographic focus is in the Middle East and North Africa, Russia and Southeast Asia.
 
Mubadala Energy is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mubadala Investment Company, which is 
owned by the Government of Abu Dhabi. The company’s portfolio is almost 70 per cent gas, 
with a working interest production in 2021 of approximately 430,000 barrels of oil equivalent 
per day.
 
In line with Mubadala Energy’s commitment to play an active role in the energy transition, the 
company is expanding across the gas value chain and actively pursuing opportunities in new 
energy sectors.
 
With a top quartile safety record, Mubadala Energy is widely known as a responsible operator 
and valued partner, committed to meet the growing demand for energy in a sustainable and 
efficient way.
 
For more information, please visit www.mubadalaenergy.com
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PETRONAS INDONESIA

Company Name   : PETRONAS INDONESIA
Corporate Email   : nofafatima@petronas.com, Septiana_dewi@petro-  
      nas.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 75925222
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 75925200
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.petronas.com
 Instagram  : @petronas
 Twitter   : @petronas
 Facebook  : @petronas
 LinkedIn  : PETRONAS
 YouTube   : PETRONAS

Company Desription :
PETRONAS has always been passionate about striving towards a better future, delivering 
progress to our nation, communities and organisations and helping individuals grow to their
full potential. Our growth strategy has evolved since 1974 to stay relevant to changing 
economic and societal needs. And as our world and communities evolve, we progress with
them to build a sustainable future together.

The Statement of Purpose and other significant internal and external transformations require
a change to the brand positioning. This is no small undertaking; it is necessary to ensure 
continued relevance and success now and for the years to come. With an understanding of 
our progression, we now move forward optimistically to build momentum for the future. 

Our passion for progress drives us to create better solutions that bene t people, our partners 
and the planet. Each dot we connect brings us one step closer to our goal of achieving net 
zero carbon emissions by 2050. 

PETRONAS has been operating in Indonesia for more than 20 years, starting with its venture 
into non-operator equity for Ketapang Working Area in 2000. 

In 2003, PETRONAS opened its Jakarta office. In that same year, the PETRONAS Niaga Indone-
sia business was established in Indonesia. In 2015, PETRONAS through its subsidiary PC North 
Madura II Ltd ventured into the North Madura II Working Area. 
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It has been a story of growth and expansion in Indonesia, with interests and holdings across 
the oil and gas value chain: from the upstream business (exploration, development and 
production) to the downstream business (trading, marketing, and retailing). As we progressed, 
the total number of workforces have reached more than 300 people. 

As a safe, resilient, low cost and low carbon EP business, we are committed to consistently 
strengthen our presence in Indonesia and positively contribute to the development of 
Indonesia’s energy industry by supporting the country’s long-term ambition to produce 1 
million barrels of oil per day (BOPD) and 12 billion standard cubic feet of gas per day (BSCFD) 
as set out in the Indonesian Oil and Gas 4.0 strategic plans.
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Chevron 

Company Name   : Chevron 
Corporate Email   : -
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +622157984000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://indonesia.chevron.com
 Instagram  : @Chevron
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Chevron is one of the world’s leading integrated energy companies. We believe affordable, 
reliable, and ever-cleaner energy is essential to achieving a more prosperous and sustainable 
world. Chevron produces crude oil and natural gas; manufactures transportation fuels, 
lubricants, petrochemicals and additives; and develops technologies that enhance our 
business and the industry. We are focused on lowering the carbon intensity in our operations 
and seeking to grow lower carbon businesses along with our traditional business lines. 

Chevron is a major partner in Indonesia’s economy and has been an active member of the 
community since operations began 98 years ago. 

Chevron completed Rokan Block handover to the Government of Indonesia after its expiry on 
8 August 2021, along with a very smooth transition to the next operator, Pertamina.

In the Kutei Basin in East Kalimantan, Chevron operates the deepwater West Seno Field in the 
Makassar Strait PSC and the Bangka Field in Rapak PSC. 

The IDD Project is the first ultra-deepwater development project planned for Indonesia and is 
deemed by the Government to be strategically important in supporting Indonesia’s energy 
security. The Project is located in Makassar Strait. 

The first phase of IDD project, the Bangka Project, has been operating since August 2016 with 
installed capacity of 110 million cubic foot of natural gas and 4,000 barrels of condensate per 
day. Chevron has a 62 percent interest in the Bangka project. The project includes a two-well 
subsea tieback to West Seno Floating Production Unit (FPU).



Harbour Energy

Company Name   : Harbour Energy
Corporate Email   : ID_Contact@harbourenergy.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221 – 5086 3000
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.harbourenergy.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : @Harbourenergy
 Facebook  : @harbourenergyplc
 LinkedIn  : Harbour Energy
 YouTube   : Harbour Energya

Company Desription :
Harbour Energy is the largest UK listed independent oil and gas company. We have a diversi-
fied UK asset base within an attractive global footprint. Our aim is to deliver value in a respon-
sible manner for all stakeholders in accordance with global standards, ensured by strong 
corporate governance, and to be Net Zero by 2035.
Harbour Energy in Indonesia has a dominant position in the Natuna Sea delivering gas into 
Singapore. Natuna Sea Block A [28.67% operated interests] consists of seven producing fields 
– Anoa, Gajah Baru, Pelikan, Naga, Bison, Iguana and Gajah-Puteri. These have been developed 
through a combination of platforms and subsea tiebacks. Gas is delivered from Natuna Sea 
Block A to Singapore through the West Natuna Transportation System. Other assets in 
Indonesia include Tuna Block with 50% operated interest and Andaman Area with 20-40% 
interest. Our operated interest in the Tuna offshore block close to the Indonesian Vietnam 
maritime border was awarded by the Indonesian Government in March 2007. The c. 100 
mmboe Tuna field was discovered in April 2014 and appraised via a two well programme in 
2021. Harbour Energy has built a material position in the Andaman Sea, offshore Aceh with 
interests in Andaman I, Andaman II and South Andaman. Our first exploration well, Timpan-1, 
in Andaman II [40% operated interest] was recently drilled in a water depth of 4,245 ft.
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Schlumberger Indonesia 

Company Name   : Schlumberger Indonesia
Corporate Email   : ofs-ing-tender@slb.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2942 8222
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 29530 400
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.slb.com
 Instagram  : schlumberger_official
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/schlumberger/
 YouTube   : Schlumberger Technology

Company Desription :
Our story begins with what it truly means to be a technology innovator. It stems from a 
common sense of purpose that unites the people of Schlumberger who, representing more 
than 160 nationalities, provide leading digital solutions and deploy ground-breaking technol-
ogies to enable performance and sustainability that are crucial for the global energy industry.

With expertise in more than 120 countries, we partner with customers in close collaboration 
to create industry-changing technologies that unlock cleaner, safer access to energy for every 
community—including those we live and work in. 

Schlumberger bonds its history with Indonesia through our 90 years of uninterrupted services 
in the country. Schlumberger has demonstrated our unparalleled commitments since our 
first electric log in 1930 and it is our premise to contribute to the sustainable success of the Oil 
and Gas Industry in Indonesia.
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DSNLG AP

Company Name   : PT Donggi-Senoro (LNG)
Corporate Email   : relations.communication@dslng.com
Corporate Fax   : 021-5098-999-8
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 5098-9999
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.dslng.com/ 
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/pt-donggi-se-  
      noro-lng/mycompany/verification/
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Donggi-Senoro LNG (DSLNG) was established on December 28, 2007. DSLNG is a consor-
tium of PT Pertamina Hulu Energi (29 percent), PT Medco LNG Indonesia (11.1 percent), and 
Sulawesi LNG Development Ltd (59.9 percent), which consists of Mitsubishi Corporation and 
Korea Gas Corporation.
DSLNG is Indonesia's first and only LNG project to adopt a separate upstream and down-
stream scheme according to the Oil and Gas Law No. 22 of 2001. As a downstream company, 
DSLNG runs the business of processing natural gas into LNG as well as its marketing, sales, and 
distribution. The Donggi Senoro LNG plant receives 250 MMSCFD of gas from the Senoro 
Block operated by JOB Pertamina-Medco E&P Tomori Sulawesi and 85 MMSCFD from the 
Matindok Block operated by PT Pertamina EP MGDP.
DSLNG has a single Plant with a capacity of 2 million tons per year using proven liquefaction 
technology, namely APCI (Air Products and Chemicals Incorporation).
The DSLNG Plant is in Uso Village, Batui District, Banggai Regency, Central Sulawesi.
DSLNG's commitment to applied safety work since construction in 2011 has brought this 
project into the operation phase in 2015 with a good safety record. Marking the historical 
moment of operating the DSLNG plant, the President of the Republic of Indonesia, Joko 
Widodo, inaugurated the first DSLNG cargo plant on August 2, 2015.
As the fourth LNG project in Indonesia, DSLNG is a crucial investment driving Central Sulawe-
si's growth significantly. In addition, this project has also made a positive contribution through 
rolling impacts in the social, economic, and infrastructure fields.
According to its vision, DSLNG is committed to being a safe and reliable LNG provider.
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IMECO INTER SARANA PT

Company Name   : PT IMECO INTER SARANA
Corporate Email   : imeco@imeco.co.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 78080 55
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 78080 68
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.imeco.co.id 
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Imeco Inter Sarana has emerged as a leading Indonesian company providing a broad 
range of products and services for various energy and infrastructure projects for more than 50 
years. Imeco is supported by two branch offices in Balikpapan and Pekanbaru, Imeco also has 
manufacturing and plastic coating plant in Batam, two facilities in Jakarta for fabrication of 
pumping unit and some other maintenance facilities and warehouses. 
Imeco currently has five Strategic Business Units/SBU which are as follows:
1. Oil, Gas & Geothermal SBU : provides wide range of high technology equipment and techni-
cal services to the upstream sector of Oil, Gas & Geothermal Industry.
2. Power System & Project Development SBU : focuses on relocation, installation, and 
construction project which relate to power generation. 
3. Power Support & Transportation : The SBU provides after-market services of  GE Turbine, 
Compressor, Locomotive and Balance of Plant. Our main customers are  Pertamina, PLN,  PT 
KAI,  Chevron, TEPI,  BP Berau, CNOOC, etc.
4. Operation & Maintenance SBU was established to provide equipment rental and mainte-
nance services to oil & gas industry and utility company.
5. Strategic Property & Infrastructure: The SBU was established in 1998, which provides logistic 
base, yard, maintenance facility and office space to the oil & gas industry. 
In addition to its existing strategic business units, Imeco has subsidiary company which 
provides offshore & marine services.
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Company Desription :
PT. International Chemical Industry (PT. Intercallin) is a national private company that focuses 
on battery production. In the Indonesian market we sell under the ABC brand. ABC Battery 
has been transformed from a family-run business company to a modern company as it is 
today. It has been known that our first factory was established in 1959 in Medan. 
As a result of our hardworking and perseverance, our company have been able to utilize new 
technology and build our second factory in Jakarta in 1968 as well as our third factory in 
Surabaya 1982. To become a premier international manufacturer of high quality energy 
products through the use of healthy, safe, and environmentally friendly processes and to 
maintain our stakeholder's trust through increasing both our market share in the domestic 
and our competitiveness in the global market was our vision. We believe that we can reach 
this goal if all of our employees always work closely together in harmony to meet the custom-
er's need. Today, in 2021 ABC Battery will launch a lithium cell product which modern 
technology is needed for many applications to the future growth

EXHIBITORS LIST
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Company Name   : PT. International Chemical Industry
Corporate Email   : abclithium@abc-battery.com
Corporate Fax   : 0800 1402833
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 6190708
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.abc-battery.com
 Instagram  : abclithiumcell  
 Twitter   : @abc_lithium
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

ABC Lithium



Company Desription :
Alleima is a developer, manufacturer, and supplier of high value-added products in advanced 
stainless steels and special alloys as well as products for industrial heating, operating with a 
global footprint. Based on close and long-term customer partnerships, Alleima advances 
processes and applications in the most demanding industries through materials that are 
lightweight, durable, corrosion-resistant and able to withstand extremely high temperatures 
and pressures. Through the Company’s offering and in-depth expertise in materials technolo-
gy, metallurgy and industrial processes, Alleima enables its customers to become more 
efficient, profitable, safe and sustainable. The fully integrated value chain, from R&D and 
primary melting to final product, allows the Company to provide superior quality and flexibili-
ty in its offering, minimize its CO2 footprint and increase circularity.

Alleima is organized into three divisions – Tube, Kanthal and Strip (which also constitute the 
Group’s operating segments), each with its distinct product offering and customer segments 
served. Tube generated revenues of SEK 9.5 billion in 2021, corresponding to 69 percent of 
Alleima’s revenues. Tube develops and manufactures seamless tubes and other long products 
in advanced stainless steels and special alloys used by customers primarily in the customer 
segments Industrial, Chemical and Petrochemical, Oil and Gas, Mining and Construction, 
Power Generation and Transportation. Because of their lightweight, durable, and highly corro-
sion-resistant charac- teristics, Alleima’s tubular products can contribute to more efficient and 
reliable industrial processes. Within the Tube division, Alleima has developed market-leading 
positions across several niche end markets and product categories, including umbilical 
tubing (#1 globally), seamless control lines (#1 globally), aerospace titanium tubes (#1 globally), 
and steam generator tubing (#2 globally).
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Alleima

Company Name   : Alleima 
Corporate Email   : gagah.utama@alleima.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 22978262
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.alleima.com
 Instagram  : -      
 Twitter   : twitter.com/Alleimagroup
 Facebook  : www.facebook.com/Alleima-110892917183024
 LinkedIn  : linkedin.com/company/alleima/
 YouTube   : -
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Alleima’s control of the entire value chain, from R&D to final product, is deemed a key 
competitive advantage and enables the Company’s prominent metallurgy expertise. The 
metallurgy has always been a key part of Alleima’s business – the Company started with indus-
trializing the Bessemer method 160 years ago. Alleima has more than 100 years of experience 
from stainless steel and some 900 alloy recipes that are active today. Additionally, the Compa-
ny has numerous patent applications within metal- lurgy, relating to both production process-
es and alloys. All this can only be achieved by maintaining a very high level of metallurgical 
expertise. The Company’s R&D function consists of approximately 230 in-house material 
experts and manufacturing specialists, working in world-class R&D facilities with pilot scale 
manufacturing, as well as a chemical laboratory.

The separation from Sandvik is expected to provide more focused governance with a clear 
mandate for Alleima to execute its strategy to drive profitable growth, materials innovation, 
operational and commercial excellence and industry-leading sustainability. As an indepen-
dent listed company, Alleima will be able to focus capital allocation in the best interest of 
Alleima and its shareholders to support acceleration of revenue growth, earnings and cash 
flow. The autonomy that comes from being a standalone company will facilitate faster 
decision-making as well as greater accountability throughout the organization.
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AP3I

Company Name   : INDONESIAN ASSOCIATION OF PRECAST AND   
      PRESTRESSED COMPANIES
Corporate Email   : apppi_pusat@yahoo.com/apppi.pusat@gmail.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21-21016918
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.ap3i.indonesia.org
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Indonesian Association of Precast and Prestressed Companies (AP3I Association) was estab-
lished on July 18, 2013 and declared on April 29, 2014 in conjunction with the Workshop on 
Readiness of the Precast and Prestressed Concrete Industry in Supporting Efficient National 
Development Towards the 2015 ASEAN Single Market and 2020 Global Market which was 
held in the Sapta Taruna Room of the Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing of the 
Republic of Indonesia. Since the AP3I Association was established and declared, AP3I Associa-
tion Members have expressed their readiness to support the government's development 
program in Indonesia by providing production capacity that continues to increase from year 
to year. Currently AP3I Association Members are 31 companies engaged in precast and 
prestressed concrete. 

In order to achieve the aims and objectives of various kinds of internal and external activities, 
the AP3I Association has been carried out both on a national and international scale, with the 
hope of introducing the AP3I Association as a forum for communication between members 
and stakeholders regarding matters relating to efforts to develop the precast and prestress 
concrete industry in Indonesia. The application of precast and prestressed construction 
systems really requires a good quality control system, for that we need Green Industry 
Standard, the Indonesian Standard (SNI) and a good Quality Control Manual. Members of the 
AP3I Association are together and supported by the Government have compiled several draft 
standards and manuals.
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Principle

As a forum for communication between members and stakeholders regarding matters 
relating to efforts to develop the precast and prestressed concrete industry based on Pancasi-
la.

VISION

BECOME A RELIABLE ASSOCIATION OF PRECAST AND PRESTRESSED COMPANIES.

MISSION

Providing excellent service by always prioritizing accountable quality.
Carry out continuous coaching that always acts professionally following technological 
advances.
Growing the organization by continuously empowering and optimizing, monitoring consis-
tently.
Empowering the development of information technology to optimize information and 
communication management to be more responsive to current and future challenges.



APMI

Company Name   : ASOSIASI PERUSAHAAN PEMBORAN MINYAK, GAS   
      DAN PANAS BUMI INDONESIA (INDONESIAN OIL,   
      GAS & GEOTHERMAL DRILLING CONTRACTORS   
      ASSOCIATION)
Corporate Email   : apmi.ind@gmail.com
Corporate Fax   : +6221 725 3539
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 722 2088 / +62 21 725 3540
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : apmi-online.org
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : APMI Asosiasi Pemboran Migas & Panas Bumi   
      Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
APMI is the only association for all national oil, gas and geothermal drilling contractor compa-
nies throughout Indonesia, established on April 24, 1980 in Jakarta.
APMI accommodates oil, gas and geothermal drilling contractor companies with working 
areas throughout Indonesia.
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ASI (Asia Serv Indonesia) PT

Company Name   : PT.Asia Serv Indonesia
Corporate Email   : office@asiaservindonesia.com
Corporate Fax   : 021-756 4705
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221 756 75958
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.asiaservindonesia.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/c/PetromindoTVchannel/

Company Desription :
PT. AsiaServ Indonesia (ASI) is an Indonesian Local Company located in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Established in 1995 to meet the growing specialized needs of the Oil / Gas and Geothremal 
Secotor. ASI provides specialized products and services to the Indonesia Oil and Gas Industry. 
Including :
• Well Intergrity Programs
• Preventive and corrective Valve Mainteance
• Valve Repair and Replacement
• Inflatable Packers and Down Hole Tools 
• Specialty Intelligent Drilling Tools
• Refurbishment Services.

ASI provides in stock products and highly trained service personnel to meet the customers 
requirement.
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Asih Eka Abadi

Company Name   : PT Asih Eka Abadi
Corporate Email   : marcomm.indonesia@internationalsos.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221 7505973
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.internationalsos.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Asih Eka Abadi (‘PT AEA’) is in the business of saving lives, protecting your global workforce 
from health and security threats. Wherever you are, we deliver customised health, security risk 
management and wellbeing solutions to fuel your growth and productivity. In the event of 
extreme weather, an epidemic or a security incident, we provide an immediate response 
providing peace of mind. Our innovative technology and medical and security expertise focus 
on prevention, offering real-time, actionable in sights and on-the-ground quality delivery. We 
help protect your people, your organisation's reputation, as well as support your compliance 
reporting needs. By partnering with us, organisations can fulfil their Duty of Care responsibili-
ties, while empowering business resilience, continuity and sustainability.

PT AEA, in partnership with International SOS Group, is trusted by 12,000 organisations, 
including the majority of the Fortune Global 500 as well as mid-size enterprises, governments, 
educational institutions and NGOs. 12,000 multicultural medical, security and logistics experts 
stand with you to provide support & assistance from over 1,000 locations in 90 countries, 24/7, 
365 days.

To protect your workforce, we are at your fingertips: internationalsos.com
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Badley Geoscience Ltd

Company Name   : Badley Geoscience Ltd
Corporate Email   : info@badleys.co.uk
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 1790 753472
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : http://badleys.co.uk/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/BadleyGeos
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/
      badley-geoscience-ltd
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/channel/
      UCjWXb2CjL1LJSPUgJUD-vw 
Company Desription :
Badleys is at the forefront of technical innovation and the application of structural geology & 
geodynamics to problems in the hydrocarbon industry. We lead the industry in the commer-
cial application of fault-seal analysis with our flagship software T7, the successor to TrapTester.

Software products
Badleys is known internationally as a provider of innovative software to the oil and gas 
business since the 1980s. Our range or products span the exploration to production workflow 
and are the benchmark of good practice across the industry.
Find out more about T7 (the successor to TrapTester), OCTek and our other software products 
at badleys.co.uk

Consultancy services
Our consultancy services are delivered by a team of world-leading geoscientists. For over 20 
years we have been applying our globally acknowledged expertise to the solution of structural 
geological problems across spectrum of the oil and gas habitats.
Message us to find out more about our consulting services

Training courses
We offer a broad portfolio of public and corporate training courses. These vary from conven-
tional classroom sessions to hands-on software training. All our courses are aimed at optimiz-
ing the benefits of modern interpretation and structural analysis techniques.
Find out more about our training course by messaging us



Baker Hughes (NASDAQ: BKR)

Company Name   : Baker Hughes (NASDAQ: BKR)
Corporate Email   : adeline.teo@bakerhughes.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 50989800
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 50989700
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.bakerhughes.com/
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/bakerhughesco/?hl=en
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/bakerhughesco/sta   
      tus/1471615140542009352?s=20
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/bakerhughesco/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/baker   
      hughes/?viewAsMember=true
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxhgT  
      NB0eD0xUeeJnP9Ow4g

Company Desription :
Short form:
Baker Hughes (NASDAQ: BKR) is an energy technology company that provides solutions to 
energy and industrial customers worldwide. Built on a century of experience and conducting 
business in over 120 countries, our innovative technologies and services are taking energy 
forward – making it safer, cleaner and more efficient for people and the planet. Visit us at 
bakerhughes.com.

Long form:
Baker Hughes (NASDAQ: BKR) is an energy technology company that provides solutions to 
energy and industrial customers worldwide. Conducting business in over 120 countries and 
approximately 54,000 employees, we design, manufacture and deliver leading technology 
solutions for our customers. Powered by the industry’s only fullstream technology portfolio, 
and enabled by our people and scale, we drive productivity and improve outcomes for 
ourselves and our customers. From the first rotary drill bit to the world’s most extensive portfo-
lio of compressors and gas turbines, and from digital solutions that predict outcomes to 
modular deepwater technology, for more than a century our inventions have been revolution-
izing the industry. We are reducing the carbon intensity of our operations, applying proven 
low-carbon technology to help our customers meet their environmental goals, and innovat-
ing for the future of energy. At Baker Hughes, we are taking energy forward – making it safer, 
cleaner and more efficient for people and the planet. Visit us at bakerhughes.com
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Bell Geospace

Company Name   : Bell Geospace
Corporate Email   : info@bellgeo.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 (0) 131 202 7140
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.bellgeo.com
 Instagram  : @BellGeo
 Twitter   : @BellGeospace
 Facebook  : BellGeospace
 LinkedIn  : Bell Geospace
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO797d_nx  
      aqocL57ojXyvSg

Company Desription :
In the business of data acquisition, processing and interpretation, Bell Geospace has been at 
the forefront of Gravity Gradiometry for over 25 years. 

Bell Geospace provides Energy, Geothermal and Mineral Exploration companies with Full 
Tensor Gravity Gradiometry data (FTG) and magnetic data to plan and find natural resources. 

Bell Geospace has proprietary methods of passive data acquisition by plane. Our rigorous 
processing techniques utilize multiple tensor components. This highly accurate method 
delivers a 3D perspective on Earth’s internal density contrasts and provides a reliable represen-
tation of the structure and short-wavelength characteristics of the field. 

FTG data will enhance sub-surface models and ultimately de-risk exploration projects.
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Belltree Limited

Company Name   : Belltree Limited
Corporate Email   : rodclark@belltreegroup.co.uk
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 131 225 3796
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.belltreegroup.co.uk
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/belltree-limited
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Belltree Oil & Gas Consulting has more than 10 years of experience in supplying fully integrat-
ed upstream consultancy services to clients worldwide. Belltree are specialists in provision of 
upstream oil & gas technical services, corporate services and benchmarking services.
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BEVANANDA MUSTIKA PT

Company Name   : PT. BEVANANDA MUSTIKA
Corporate Email   : sales@bevananda.com
Corporate Fax   : +6221-6583-7280
Corporate Phone Number  : +62811-1995-715
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.bevananda.com/ 
 Instagram  : bevanandamustika
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Bevananda Mustika
 LinkedIn  : PT Bevananda Mustika
 YouTube   : BEVANANDA MUSTIKA PT

Company Desription :
PT. Bevananda Mustika is the largest manufacturer of steel wire products in Indonesia and has 
been established for more than 27 years. Our factory is located in Cikarang – Bekasi, West Java, 
and produces various product variants from steel wire raw materials, such as:
1. Gabions – BEVA® Gabion,
2. Barb wire - BEVA® Barb,
3. Razor wire - BEVA® Razor,
4. Chainlink wire - BEVA® Chainlink,
5. Wire mesh - BEVA® Mesh,
6. Wire fence - BEVA® Fence,
7. Cable tray and cable cage - BEVA® Cable Cage,
8. Mining specialty wire mesh - BEVA® Minemesh
9. Geotextiles - BEVA® Geosynthetics,

Our products have been certified by the Indonesian National Standard (SNI), Domestic 
Component Level (TKDN), ISO 9001;2015 Quality Management, and other international 
standards such as BS, ASTM, and JIS.

Besides having many quality assurance certifications, we also have an independent laboratory 
that we use to monitor production from pre to post-production to provide the best quality 
assurance to customers. We also complement our professional formation with a technical 
support team that can help build your project through consultation, estimation, and supervi-
sion, we do all of this so that you are comfortable and have confidence in the products and 
services we provide.



We are also the official partner for Gallagher electric shock fence products from New Zealand 
and BFT Automatic door.

Our products has been used throughout Indonesia for various private and national projects 
such as the construction of the Mandalika International Circuit, Jakarta International Stadium, 
underground mining PT. Freeport Indonesia and PT. Nusa Halmahera Minerals, Karanganyar 
Prison – Nusakambangan, Indonesia-Korea National Strategic Project for the construction of 
an electric car factory in Cikarang PT. Hyundai Motors Manufacturing Indonesia, dam and river 
projects from the Ministry of PUPR, and others.

Please contact us further to know more and to get special promos/discounts for your project 
at:

Head Office
Jl. Griya Agung Blok M3 No. 12A, Comp. Griya Inti Sentosa Sunter – North Jakarta, DKI Jakarta – 
Indonesia 14350
Tel: +6221-6411-624
Fax: +6221-6583-7280
Whatsapp: +62811-1995-715
Email: sales@bevananda.com

Factory
Jl. Jati 2 Blok J5 No.12, Newton Techno Park Lippo Cikarang, Bekasi – West Java, Indonesia
Tel: +6221-897-3780
Fax: +6221-8990-7688

BEVANANDA
REST ASSURED, WE GOT YOU COVERED !!
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BGP INDONESIA PT

Company Name   : PT BGP INDONESIA
Corporate Email   : marketing@bgp.co.id
Corporate Fax   : +6221-25983974
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221-25983975
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : http://www.bgp.com.cn/ 
 Instagram  : @bgpindonesia_official
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : PT BGP Indonesia
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
BGP, a worldwide leading geophysical solution provider, offers a comprehensive range of 
leading-edge geophysical products and quality services to the oil and gas industry, with 
operating footprints scattering over 70 countries and regions, while boasting a customer base 
in excess of 300 oil & gas companies. BGP has been operating and maintaining a chain of 
coherent businesses encompassing a wide spectrum of specialized services in onshore/TZ/off-
shore seismic data acquisition, data processing and interpretation; reservoir geophysics; GME; 
borehole seismic, micro-seismic, multi-client surveys, unconventional seismic; software R&D; 
equipment manufacturing; IT services, etc.
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BINDER INDONESIA PT

Company Name   : PT. BINDER INDONESIA
Corporate Email   : sales@binderindo.co.id
Corporate Fax   : +62-21 8807 334
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 -21 8822 150
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.bindergrp.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Since 1982 Binder Group (Binder) is a specialist in the design and manufacture of proprietary 
and custom built pipe suspension solutions. Binder has an international footprint that 
services global markets with facilities in Australia, Indonesia, Singapore and sales offices and 
agents all global markets. Over its long-established history, Binder continues to innovate its 
product, manufacturing process and service offering having successfully executed 100’s of 
projects in over 30 countries globally. Binder Group recognizes the importance of building a 
reputation for quality at an affordable price. Repeatable quality is paramount and the empha-
sis on meeting ISO 9001 standards has resulted in the company being awarded on going work 
on many prestigious pipe support contracts worldwide.
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Bukit Baja Nusantara PT

Company Name   : PT. Bukit Baja Nusantara
Corporate Email   : sales@bbn.co.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21-6250712
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 26564299 
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.bbn.co.id
 Instagram  : bukitbaja
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : PT Bukit Baja Nusantara
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : PT. Bukit Baja Nusantara Company 

Company Desription :
PT BUKIT BAJA NUSANTARA

CEO Massage
Bukit Baja Nusantara (BBN) is a professional fastener manufacturer that has been leading the 
special fastener market based on exclusive proprietary technologies since its foundation in 
1995. Through continuous technology development and accumulated professional experienc-
es and know-how, BBN has provided many domestic projects with rigid qualification 
standards with quality products satisfying customer needs even at extreme high and low 
temperature or pressure.

BBN manufactures products that comply with diverse industrial codes such as ASME, ASTM, 
DIN, and JIS, while precisely understanding what a customer wants and expects from us. With 
flexible application of its proprietary technologies, BBN has differentiated its offerings with 
competitors and acquired enviable market competitiveness. We believe we could not have 
achieved the growth we have undergone in a relatively short time overcoming a short history 
without the supports and interests from our customers as well as our collective efforts for 
quality improvement and customer satisfaction. We promise to provide customers with 
quality products with the highest value through consistent quality management and techno-
logical development.

We will do our best and be truthful so that we can develop a relationship with any customer
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Bureau Veritas Indonesia PT

Company Name   : PT. Bureau Veritas Indonesia
Corporate Email   : offica.jakarta@bureauveritas.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 53 666 870
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 53 666 861
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.bureauveritas.id
 Instagram  : bureau veritas indonesia
 Twitter   : bureau veritas group
 Facebook  : bureau veritas group
 LinkedIn  : bureau veritas group & bureau veritas south east   
      asia
 YouTube   : bureau veritas group

Company Desription :
Bureau Veritas is a world leader in laboratory testing, inspection and certification services. 
Created in 1828, the Group has 80,000 employees located in more than 1,600 offices and 
laboratories around the globe.

Bureau Veritas helps its clients improve their performance by offering services and innovative 
solutions in order to ensure that their assets, products, infrastructure and processes meet 
standards and regulations in terms of quality, health and safety, environmental protection 
and social responsibility.

PT Bureau Veritas Indonesia

Bureau Veritas was first set up in Indonesia in 1986 in Marine Business. Through out the years 
to 1998 Bureau Veritas’s business expansion in Transportation, International Trade, and 
Government Services are represented by local agents. 

Bureau Veritas full presence in Indonesia started in 2001 where PT. Bureau Veritas Indonesia is 
legally registered and approved by the BKPM, “The Investment Coordinating Board” of Indone-
sia. 

Bureau Veritas Indonesia is operating from its Head Office in Jakarta and other branch offices 
in Batam, Medan, Surabaya and Samarinda, while its businesses in other cities likes in Palem-
bang and Makasar are coordinated from their closest Jakarta Head Office and their branch 
offices.
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Chevron 

Company Name   : Chevron 
Corporate Email   : -
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +622157984000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://indonesia.chevron.com
 Instagram  : @Chevron
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Chevron is one of the world’s leading integrated energy companies. We believe affordable, 
reliable, and ever-cleaner energy is essential to achieving a more prosperous and sustainable 
world. Chevron produces crude oil and natural gas; manufactures transportation fuels, 
lubricants, petrochemicals and additives; and develops technologies that enhance our 
business and the industry. We are focused on lowering the carbon intensity in our operations 
and seeking to grow lower carbon businesses along with our traditional business lines. 

Chevron is a major partner in Indonesia’s economy and has been an active member of the 
community since operations began 98 years ago. 

Chevron completed Rokan Block handover to the Government of Indonesia after its expiry on 
8 August 2021, along with a very smooth transition to the next operator, Pertamina.

In the Kutei Basin in East Kalimantan, Chevron operates the deepwater West Seno Field in the 
Makassar Strait PSC and the Bangka Field in Rapak PSC. 

The IDD Project is the first ultra-deepwater development project planned for Indonesia and is 
deemed by the Government to be strategically important in supporting Indonesia’s energy 
security. The Project is located in Makassar Strait. 

The first phase of IDD project, the Bangka Project, has been operating since August 2016 with 
installed capacity of 110 million cubic foot of natural gas and 4,000 barrels of condensate per 
day. Chevron has a 62 percent interest in the Bangka project. The project includes a two-well 
subsea tieback to West Seno Floating Production Unit (FPU).
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China National Logging Corporation (CNLC)

Company Name   : China National Logging Corporation (CNLC)
Corporate Email   : lijiaxu@cnlc.cn marketing@cnlc.cn
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812-8888-6456
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.cnlc.cn
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : China National Logging Corporation (CNLC) 
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Founded in 1995, China National Logging Corporation (CNLC) is a professional logging 
technology company.

CNLC integrates basic theoretical logging studies into equipment R&D and manufacturing, 
borehole technical services, and integrated oil-reservoir studies, and its business covers the 
whole life cycle of the oil and gas industries, involving exploration, utilization, and production. 
It is committed to providing its global clients with comprehensive solutions for geological 
engineering.

CNLC owns 958 sets of various types of professional equipment, has 774 specialized teams 
(including 113 overseas teams), and 12,000 employees (including 1,500 international employ-
ees), and is capable of performing logging operations more than 100,000 wells per year.
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CONRAD ASIA ENERGY LTD

Company Name   : CONRAD ASIA ENERGY LTD
Corporate Email   : INFO@CONRADASIA.COM
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21-2272-2189
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.conradasia.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : Conrad Asia Energy
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Conrad Asia Energy is focused on natural gas in the shallow waters offshore Indonesia, and via 
its wholly owned subsidiaries, is the holder of three operated tenements in offshore Indonesia 
in the form of Production Sharing Contracts (PSCs). The Company specialises in the identifica-
tion and acquisition of undervalued, overlooked, and/or technically misunderstood gas assets, 
and has developed expertise in maturing such assets through subsurface technical work, 
appraisal drilling and an innovative approach to low-cost field development. 

Strategy and Components of Business Model 

Conrad’s business model is to operate in shallow waters, offshore Indonesia with a specific 
focus on natural gas. The Company focuses on identifying and acquiring undervalued, 
overlooked, and/or technically misunderstood gas assets, and has developed expertise in 
maturing such assets through subsurface technical work, appraisal drilling and an innovative 
approach to low-cost field development. 

Vision - to advance the cleaner energy transition in Indonesia and adjacent Southeast Asian 
markets. 

Mission - to continue to grow as an independent gas development and production company 
in Southeast Asia through the supply of low carbon intensity, affordable energy in the form of 
natural gas. 
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Values - the Company’s core values are acting with honesty, integrity and in a manner that is 
consistent with the reasonable expectations of investors and the broader community, which 
includes being a good corporate citizen, by: 
• respecting the human rights of its employees; 
• creating a safe and non-discriminatory workplace; 
• dealing honestly and fairly with suppliers and customers; 
• acting responsibly towards the environment; and 
• only dealing with business partners who demonstrate similar ethical and responsible 
business practices. 

These values underpin everything that Conrad does and are central to its Code of Conduct.



COSL INDO PT 

Company Name   : PT COSL INDO 
Corporate Email   : marketing@cosl.co.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 57932562
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 57932563
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.cosl.com.cn
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
China Oilfield Services Limited (COSL) is the leading integrated oilfield services providers in 
the Asian offshore market. COSL’s four main services divisions—Geophysical Services, Drilling 
Services, Well Services, and Marine and Transportation Services—cover the exploration, devel-
opment, and production phases of the oil and gas industry.

COSL has the largest and most diverse offshore oilfield services facilities in China. COSL's 
services not only cover offshore China and the Asia-Pacific regions including Indonesia, but 
also extend internationally to the Southeast Asia, the Middle East, the Americas, and Europe, 
the Africa, the Far East and touch more than thirty countries and areas around the world.

COSL operated thirty-six jack-ups, twelve semi-submersibles, six module rigs, and three 
accommodations rigs, totaling fifty-seven various platforms. Supporting them were COSL's 
one-hundred-and-thirty working vessels, thirteen seismic survey ships, and more than 
four-hundred-and-thirty units of modern facilities and equipment for logging, directional 
drilling, drilling-fluids handling, cementing, and well workover services— all being augmented 
by COSL's self-developed logging-while-drilling tool, DRILOG®, and COSL's rotary steering 
drilling tool, WELLEADER®.

That broad array of capabilities gives COSL's customers many options from which they can 
match their specific requirements to an appropriately efficient solution by choosing different 
combinations of stand-alone, integrated multi-service packaged, and turnkey services-config-
urations.
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COSL is International Safety Management (ISM) and QHSE Management System (DNV) 
certified, and operates in full compliance with ISO9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS18001 
standards. COSL employees conscientiously adhere to those international QHSE standards 
and commit themselves to providing safe, first-class, high-efficiency, and valued services to 
COSL's domestic and international customers, alike. Mindful of the COSL motto, "Always Do 
Better", COSL's goal is to become a leader amongst the world's top-notch oilfield service 
companies: COSL unrelentingly strives to provide win-win scenarios to our shareholders, our 
customers, our partners, and to our valued employees.
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CRRC Zhuzhou Electric Co., Ltd

Company Name   : CRRC Zhuzhou Electric Co., Ltd
Corporate Email   : billy.ou@crrcelectric.com
Corporate Fax   : 0086-731-22593105
Corporate Phone Number  : +86-18817178412
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : http://www.crrcgc.cc/zzdj
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : CRRC ZHUZHOU ELECTRIC CO., LTD. (CRRCZE)
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
As a primary core subsidiary of CRRC Group, CRRC Zhuzhou Electric Co., Ltd is a flagship in 
the field of general mechanical and electrical equipment in China, which has 13 branches and 
subsidiaries. In the past 50 years, CRRC Zhuzhou Electric Co., Ltd has been committed to 
continuous innovation in technology, forming the world’s leading electric drive technology, 
providing high- speed rail and offshore wind power products to operate reliably in harsh 
environment. The advantages in product energy efficiency and service life ensure that CRRC 
Zhuzhou Electric Co., Ltd can provide customers with comprehensive and high-quality profes-
sional development, sales and system service solutions for motors and transformers in the 
fields of rail transit, wind power generation, high-speed permanent magnet motor, industrial 
drive, oilfield equipment, new energy vehicle drive, power transmission and transformation, 
etc. Oilfield equipment business division is the platform of the oilfield equipment industry of 
CRRC Zhuzhou Electric Co., Ltd. In response to the national strategy of ensuring basic energy 
security under the new situation and the “14th five year” development plan of high-end equip-
ment manufacturing industry, relying on the group’s technology accumulation of the rail 
transit and wind power products in complex application environment adaptability and opera-
tion reliability, as well as the R&D strength of the company’s expert team, CRRC Zhuzhou 
Electric is committed to providing intelligent, carbon saving energy driven products and 
services for the petroleum and chemical industry, and assisting the green, low-carbon, digital 
and high-quality development strategy of oilfield enterprises. At present, the oilfield equip-
ment industry of CRRC Zhuhou Electric has covered oil well drilling rig, oil exploitation, gas 
power generation and other fields.
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EARTHLINE PT

Company Name   : PT EARTHLINE
Corporate Email   : sales@earthline.info
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62-21 766 1919
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.earthline.info
 Instagram  : earthline.info
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Earthline.jakarta
 LinkedIn  : PT EarthLine
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Earthline based in Jakarta, provides high resolution satellite imagery, survey and mapping 
services. The company was established in December 2001 and serves various sectors with a 
focus on plantation, mining, oil and gas industries primarily in Indonesia and Malaysia but also 
in Papua New Guinea, Thailand, Kamboja, Myanmar, India and some of African countries such 
as Sierra Leone, Liberia, Nigeria and Ghana. In the third quarter of 2012, PT Earthline is adding 
Drone Aerial Photography to its business, to facilitate the higher resolution imagery and short 
timeframe demands.

For the past 20 years we have specialized in high resolution satellite imagery. Recent and 
usable satellite imagery is often not available and new satellite imagery can take several 
months to acquire. Our new Drone aerial photography provides an excellent solution. Each 
block will be measured accurately: land cover/land use, conservation areas, roads, drains, 
rivers, bridges and all other surface features will be mapped. Each visible palm counted. 
Vacant areas will be outlined and color-shaded SPH maps will be produced. 

Our new Drone aerial photography provides an excellent solution for your inquiry. Some of the 
advantages of the Drone (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) are:
• 5cm x 5cm and 8cm x 8cm pixel size (25 times sharper than the best satellite imag 
 ery available) 
• 0% cloud cover (fly under the clouds)
• Collected in less than 1 month
• Can count nearly all palms (except in areas overgrown with cover crop)
• No security clearance / permission required.
• No security officer required to accompany plane or survey.
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• Flexible short flights. Even with two or three hours of clear weather the Drone will fly.
• No additional charge for standby days.
• No risk to human lives or property.

Over the past twenty years we have provided our customers with over 40,000,000 hectares 
(2,975 orders) of high resolution (≤ 1m) satellite imagery for multiple applications in various 
sectors. We have long-standing relationships as official value-added resellers with all of the 
major satellite imagery vendors. 

Since late 2012 we have successfully made 2,150 drone flights equaling 4,000,000 individual 
frames combined to create more than 1 million hectares of seamless ortho-mosaics.

The flight teams, Remote Sensing teams and Surveyors will be provided by Earthline. Approxi-
mately 25 High accuracy (sub-meter accuracy horizontal and vertical) Ground Control Points 
will be collected throughout the estates that will be used to create the air photo ortho-mosaic 
(geo-referenced) and to produce Digital Terrain Model. 

In order to achieve this high accuracy, we will establish a permanent local benchmark within 
the estate using BIG’s GPS reference point network. Ground Control Points will be collected 
with a GPS Survey using Trimble Dual-Frequency Geodetic GPS Receivers. Differential GPS 
Survey using Trimble GeoXT/GeoXH Rovers will be used to collect additional control points 
and ground truth point for verification.
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Energi Mega Persada PT

Company Name   : PT Energi Mega Persada Tbk.
Corporate Email   : info@emp.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2994-1500
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 2994-1247
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.emp.id/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Energi Mega Persada (EMP) is an upstream oil and natural gas Company that has operating 
areas in Indonesia and Mozambique. EMP’s business activities include exploration, develop-
ment, and production of crude oil, natural gas and coal bed methane.

EMP was established in 2001 and has been listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange since 
2004. Through its subsidiary, EMP operates and own working interest in Eleven (11) oil and 
natural gas properties: Bentu PSC, Korinci Baru PSC, Malacca Strait PSC, Tonga PSC, South 
CPP PSC, B PSC and Gebang PSC in Sumatra; Kangean PSC in East Java; Sanggatta II CBM 
PSC in East Kalimantam; Sengkang PSC in Sulawesi and Buzi EPXX in Mozambique,Africa.

The Company applies its extensive skills in reservoir management, innovative use modern 
technology and drilling techniques to the exploration and productionof oil and natural gas in 
area of over 28,000km². EMP is a major natural gas supplier in the rapidly growing industrial 
region of East Java and Sumatra, both for power generation through the National Electricity 
Company (PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara – PLN) as well as for feed stock for industrial needs.



Eni Muara Bakau B.V.

Company Name   : Eni Muara Bakau B.V.
Corporate Email   : -
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 30404040
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 30404000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : eni.com
 Instagram  : earthline.info
 Twitter   : @eni
 Facebook  : @eni
 LinkedIn  : Eni
 YouTube   : enivideochannel

Company Desription :
Eni in Indonesia currently holds participating interests in 12 (eleven) Production Sharing 
Contractors (PSCs), in 10 (ten) of which Eni serves as the operator in deep water areas with 
active exploration and development programs. The PSCs are spread from the western part 
(Krueng Mane, Aceh) to the eastern part of Indonesia (Arguni I, Papua Barat) and from the 
northern border (Ambalat, North Kalimantan) to the southern border of Indonesia (West 
Timor, Offshore Timor Sea, East Nusa Tenggara). Eni’s portfolio in Indonesia demonstrates 
unique locations that reflect the company’s philosophy to operate in the core business and 
border areas to manage risks and achieve the best results in hydrocarbon discovery.

Eni is committed in securing a safe, healthy and incident free environment, and protecting 
the environment in which it operates. All Eni affiliates operating in Indonesia have outstand-
ing security performance. Eni is one of the first energy companies in Indonesia’s exploration 
and production industry to achieve the ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 International Manage-
ment Standards Certification for all of its operations.
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ERC EQUIPOISE PTE LTD

Company Name   : ERC EQUIPOISE PTE LTD
Corporate Email   : enquiries.asiapacific@erce.energy
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +65 63325161
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.erce.energy
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : ERCE
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
As a global leader in energy consulting, ERCE is committed to assisting clients add value to 
their upstream energy portfolios. With regional head offices in London & Singapore plus 
offices in Perth, Kuala Lumpur & Dubai, we are able to offer wholly independent opinion and 
insights in: • Technical Studies • Reserves & Resources Evaluation • Commercial Analysis • 
Unitisation & Expert Services • Greenhouse Gas Inventory • Carbon Capture & Storaqe. 

Our experienced Geoscience, Engineering and Economics professionals collaborate across 
disciplines to find solutions to the technical and commercial challenges given to us by clients. 
Contact us at asia.pacific.enquiries@erce.energy to find out more about how we can add 
technical and commercial value to your projects.
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ESDM

Company Name   : Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources Republic  
      of Indonesia
Corporate Email   : klik@esdm.go.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 (021) 3440649
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 (021) 3804242
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.esdm.go.id
 Instagram  : @kesdm
 Twitter   : @KementerianESDM
 Facebook  : Kementerian Energi dan Sumber Daya Mineral
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : KementerianESDM

Company Desription :
The existence of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (EMR) in the structure of the 
Government of Indonesia has a very important role as the driving force of the energy sector. 
The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources is the regulator and implementing agency of
Government affairs in the fields of energy and mineral resources.

The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources is also the largest contributor – after taxes – for
the state revenues in the form of Non-Tax State Revenue (PNBP). Through the administering 
and managing the energy sector, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources promotes the
realization of national energy independence, resilience and sovereignty.
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Exceed

Company Name   : Exceed
Corporate Email   : info@xcd.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 1224 577940
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.xcd.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/exceedenergy
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/EXCEEDEnergy/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/
      exceed-xcd-limited-/
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
EXCEED specialises in delivering subsurface, well management, managed pressure drilling, 
Performance Improvement and Decommissioning solutions to the global energy industry. We 
support client projects across the entire well lifecycle - from concept to completion, interven-
tion, workover, end-of-life decommissioning and repurpose.



FIRST FILTER PT

Company Name   : PT. FIRST FILTER
Corporate Email   : sales@firstfilterinc.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 778 711809
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.firstfilterinc.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : First Filter Inc
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
First Filter Started off in 1996 with our first Manufacturing plant at Johor, Malaysia . Over the 
years we expanded our location across the world mainly in Asia , Middle East and The United 
States such as below location :
-. First Filter International in Singapore
-. First Filter Manufacturing SDN BHD in Johor, Malaysia.   
-. First Filter (Tianjin) CO., LTD in Tianjin, China 
-. First Filter LLC in Sohar & DUQM, Oman
-. PT. First Filter in Batam, Indonesia
-. First Energy Services CO. LTD in Yangon, Myanmar 
-. First Filter LLC in Houston, Texas, USA

First Filter's mission is to be a World Class Strategic Partner in the Oil & Gas Industry by provid-
ing the Highest Quality of products and services that undergoes continual Professional Devel-
opment to keep pace with the ever-changing environment of the industry. We believe in 
providing products at a competitive value, without compromising quality. Maintaining 
outstanding Health, Safety and Environment performance is part of the core values of First 
Filter, we are committed to managing health, safety and environment performance as an 
integral part of our business; to benefit our employees and customers.

Our main products include screens for O&G, water well drilling, Petrochem processes & 
anti-corrosion coatings on base pipes such as detailed :
-. Premium Sand Control Screens
-. Premium Multi-Layered Sand Control Screens
-. High Erosion Premium Sand Control Screens
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-. Standard Sand Control Screens
-. Through Tubing Applications
-. Slot-Cut And Perforated Liners
-. External And Internal Anti-Corrosion Coated Liners
-. Thermal Expansion Screens For SAGD Applications
-. Sand Screens With ICD / AICD/AICV
-. Tracer Marker Screens And Carriers (FF Tmsctm)
 
One of First Filter’s branches that has been established in Indonesia is PT. First Filter. 
PT. First Filter located in Jl. Hang Kesturi Kawasan Taiwan Industrial Lot-A006 & 007, Kabil – 
Batam, Kepulauan Riau. PT. First Filter has been certified for 
-. API Q1
-. API 7-1
-. API 5CT
-. ISO 9001 : 2015
-. ISO 14001 : 2015
-. ISO 45001 : 2018
-. SKUP MIGAS (SURAT KEMAMPUAN USAHA PENUNJANG MIGAS)
-. TKDN (TINGKAT KOMPONEN DALAM NEGERI)

In addition, PT. First Filter has been registered for CIVD (Centralized Integrated Vendor 
Database), e-Partner MEDCO E&P, SMART GEP (Digital Procurement PT Pertamina), and i-P2P 
Pertamina System.
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FRANKLIN OFFSHORE INDONESIA PERKASA PT

Company Name   : PT FRANKLIN OFFSHORE INDONESIA PERKASA
Corporate Email   : enquiry@franklinindonesia.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 542 743688
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 542 743 668
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.franklinindonesia.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : PT. Franklin Offshore Indonesia Perkasa
 LinkedIn  : PT. Franklin Offshore Indonesia Perkasa
 YouTube   : Franklin Offshore

Company Desription :
Franklin Offshore Indonesia Perkasa was established in Indonesia as a provider of steel wire 
ropes, anchors, anchor chains, rigging, mooring equipment and fabrication to support the 
offshore exploration, construction and marine ship building industry.
Franklin Offshore Indonesia Perkasa forms part of the Franklin Offshore group of companies 
which are strategically located in Singapore, Australia, Indonesia, South Korea, Azerbaijan, 
Qatar, the United States of America and the Netherlands. We have an experienced and service 
orientated workforce together with corporate culture that is solidly based on the principles of 
professionalism, innovation and service.
Advantages of utilising Franklin Offshore Indonesia Perkasa as preferred vendors:
-. 24 hour operations and ability to deliver projects on time and to budget.
-. World wide support.
-. Qualify personnel
-. ISO 9001 : Quality Management to Det Norske Veritas (DNV)
-. ISO 45001:2018 : Safety Management to Det Norske Veritas (DNV)
-. Growth orientated company willing to develop long term relationships with our customers     
   to become a dependable link in your supply chain.
-. Provide all rigging equipment for all lifting operations.
-. Hire and sales of winches
-. Customised fabrication services
-. Work with Reputable brand manufacturer as our alliance partners
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MOORING
Our equipment sales and equipment leasing businesses include the sale and leasing of moor-
ing equipment, such as anchors, anchor lines, mooring chains, buoys and deepwater swivels, 
and the sale of oilfield equipment. Our mooring services generally involve the fastening and 
anchoring of offshore rigs, platforms, vessels and other structures to the ocean floor so that 
they remain stationary during exploration or production activities.

Our mooring projects activities primarily include:

-. Temporary mooring services, which include the installation, retrieval and reinstallation of 
mooring systems to coincide with the movement of mobile offshore drilling units such as 
semi-submersibles and floaters, from one well to another during the oil and gas exploration 
and development phase. We have completed over 50 temporary mooring projects over the 
last 10 years.
-. Permanent mooring services, which involve the one-time installation of mooring systems on 
a long-term basis, typically for a floating production or storage vessel, and generally for the 
entire duration of the production phase of a well. We have completed five permanent moor-
ing projects since 2008.
-. We also provide a range of other mooring services on a project basis to our mooring custom-
ers. These activities generally range from providing specific mooring solutions to implement-
ing the entire mooring system requirements of an offshore project.

RIGGING
Our equipment sales and equipment leasing businesses include the sale and leasing of 
rigging equipment such as drill lines, pendant wires, shackles, cable-laid slings, crane hoist 
ropes and related fittings and the sale of oilfield equipment.

Our rigging services consist of the lifting and securing of a wide range of equipment, machin-
ery, vessels and other objects, either onshore or offshore, including the lifting of heavy produc-
tion equipment and structures onto oil and gas platforms and the seafastening of cargo or the 
towing of vessels for transportation. We generally provide all the rigging equipment required 
in these lifting operations. We also provide rigging services, load testing, spooling and termi-
nation of steel wire rope.
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Geologix Limited

Company Name   : Geologix Limited
Corporate Email   : info@geologix.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21-57952589
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21-57952588
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.geologix.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : @GeologixLimited
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : Geologix Limited
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Geologix has been a leading technology and engineering application development company 
since 1994, focused on providing innovative and reliable solutions for digital transformation for 
integrated operations in drilling, subsurface, production and pipeline. We understand the 
benefits of agility in helping to tackle the constancy of change. Our upstream expertise, 
software and services will improve performance across operations, allowing you to transform 
behaviours and use enabling technologies more effectively.
Geologix has offices across the globe – in the UK, Houston, Rio de Janeiro, Delhi and Jakarta. 
This enables us to ensure on-time, bespoke support, in whatever time zone you are. Our teams 
in each location comprise geoscientists, engineers and domain experts, with many years’ 
experience, who will deliver warm, friendly advice and support, with a clear understanding of 
the potential difficulties experienced in the field from personal experience. Each geographical 
region has its own set of challenges and priorities, and these often require a cultural under-
standing as well as practical. Our team includes representatives from many nationalities 
across the globe, and our support can be delivered in 9 different languages.
Geologix works with global clients including NOCs, Independent Oil Companies, Consultants 
and Service Companies. Our world-class, globally distributed team provide systems, tools and 
solutions to reduce cost, improve operations and streamline the flow of real-time data and 
information.
Geologix provides users with a full package of technology, domain consulting, onsite hand-
holding, knowledge transfer, maintenance and support. With geoscientists, engineers and 
domain experts on call twenty-four hours a day.
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GEOSERVICES

Company Name   : PT. GEOSERVICES 
Corporate Email   : jktbranch@geoservices.co.id
Corporate Fax   : (021) 831 1454
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 830 5555
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.geoservices.co.id
 Instagram  :
 Twitter   :
 Facebook  :
 LinkedIn  : PT. Geoservices
 YouTube   :

Company Desription :
Founded in 1971 to offer services to the mining industry, PT Geoservices evolved into a fully 
integrated exploration services company. Employing more than 1500 people, some of which
are expert in specialized fields from a number of foreign countries, the company is offering in 
mapping surveys, geology, geophysics, downhole measurements, borehole drilling, laborato-
ries analysis, and cargo superintending for quantity and quality.

PT GEOSERVICES is a limited company (Ltd.) and 100% owned by Indonesian citizen named
Durban L. Ardjo and H.L. Ong. They remain actively involved in its management, PT Geoser-
vices has a solid base of expertise covering all aspects of the exploration and development of 
Indonesia’s oil, gas, coal, mineral, and geothermal industries. Originally providing field 
sampling and chemical analysis for the mineral industry, PT GEOSERVICES has diversified its 
services and broadened its clientele.

Today it is a one-stop organization that can fulfill all exploration and analysis requirements for 
each of the industrial sectors it serves. To provide better service throughout the archipelago, 
PT GEOSERVICES steadily expanded its operations from its original Bandung base, estab-
lished in 1971.The company now has branch offices in Jakarta and Singapore as well as other 
key locations, including Samarinda (East Kalimantan), Balikpapan (East

Kalimantan), Banjarbaru (South Kalimantan), Tarakan (North Kalimantan), Pekanbaru (Riau),
and Kendari ( Southeast Sulawesi).

PT GEOSERVICES internationally known for expertise and reliability in all areas of its activities. 
The growth of the company’s size and reputation has been rooted in the excellence of its 
employees. The foundation for this excellence is a long-term commitment to the develop-
ment of skills and knowledge, including off-shore training of local employees and interaction 
with expatriate consultants who relocate to Indonesia for varying periods of time.

To facilitate technology transfer PT GEOSERVICES enters into Joint Venture or Technical 
Assistance agreements with foreign-based companies that are recognized as leaders in their
respective fields. The combination of experienced personnel, modern instrumentation, exten-
sive staff training, and strict quality control procedures has gained PT GEOSERVICES world-
wide acceptance. Dedication to maintaining these high standards in Indonesia ensures that 
the company’s services will enjoy international recognition for many years to come.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

“Excellent Services With High Professional Integrity “

The company has gained a high reputation among major mining companies in Indonesia, as
well as overseas companies buying Indonesian coals.



Company Desription :
Founded in 1971 to offer services to the mining industry, PT Geoservices evolved into a fully 
integrated exploration services company. Employing more than 1500 people, some of which
are expert in specialized fields from a number of foreign countries, the company is offering in 
mapping surveys, geology, geophysics, downhole measurements, borehole drilling, laborato-
ries analysis, and cargo superintending for quantity and quality.

PT GEOSERVICES is a limited company (Ltd.) and 100% owned by Indonesian citizen named
Durban L. Ardjo and H.L. Ong. They remain actively involved in its management, PT Geoser-
vices has a solid base of expertise covering all aspects of the exploration and development of 
Indonesia’s oil, gas, coal, mineral, and geothermal industries. Originally providing field 
sampling and chemical analysis for the mineral industry, PT GEOSERVICES has diversified its 
services and broadened its clientele.

Today it is a one-stop organization that can fulfill all exploration and analysis requirements for 
each of the industrial sectors it serves. To provide better service throughout the archipelago, 
PT GEOSERVICES steadily expanded its operations from its original Bandung base, estab-
lished in 1971.The company now has branch offices in Jakarta and Singapore as well as other 
key locations, including Samarinda (East Kalimantan), Balikpapan (East

Kalimantan), Banjarbaru (South Kalimantan), Tarakan (North Kalimantan), Pekanbaru (Riau),
and Kendari ( Southeast Sulawesi).
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PT GEOSERVICES internationally known for expertise and reliability in all areas of its activities. 
The growth of the company’s size and reputation has been rooted in the excellence of its 
employees. The foundation for this excellence is a long-term commitment to the develop-
ment of skills and knowledge, including off-shore training of local employees and interaction 
with expatriate consultants who relocate to Indonesia for varying periods of time.

To facilitate technology transfer PT GEOSERVICES enters into Joint Venture or Technical 
Assistance agreements with foreign-based companies that are recognized as leaders in their
respective fields. The combination of experienced personnel, modern instrumentation, exten-
sive staff training, and strict quality control procedures has gained PT GEOSERVICES world-
wide acceptance. Dedication to maintaining these high standards in Indonesia ensures that 
the company’s services will enjoy international recognition for many years to come.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

“Excellent Services With High Professional Integrity “

The company has gained a high reputation among major mining companies in Indonesia, as
well as overseas companies buying Indonesian coals.
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Company Name   : GESITS (PT WIKA INDUSTRI MANUFAKTUR)
Corporate Email   : info@wima.co.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : -
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.wima.co.id / gesitsmotors.com
 Instagram  : @wikaindustrimanufaktur / @gesits
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : PT WIKA INDUSTRI MANUFAKTUR
 YouTube   : PT WIKA Industri Manufaktur

Company Desription :
PT WIKA Industri Manufaktur or WIMA, a subsidiary of PT Wijaya Karya Group Holding from 
Indonesia’s State-Own Company, is an Indonesian Automotive Manufacturer headquartered 
in Cawang, East Jakarta, Indonesia. 
Our assembling factory located in Bogor Regency, West Java, Indonesia. With the span of 
almost 2000sqm, GESITS is manufactured with 14 Main Assembling Stations, 15 Sub-assem-
bling Stations and Final Inspection (Drum Test & Appearance Check) to ensure the quality and 
the performance of each product. With current capacity, WIMA can produce up to 200 
unit/shift, which is it has capacity of 48.000 unit annually for the current shift. 
GESITS electric motorcycle, equipped with 3 driving mode, Eco Mode (top-speed 45 km/h), 
Urban Mode (top-speed 60 km/h), and Sport Mode (top-speed 70 km/h). With drive-belt 
power train, and powered with 5000-watt Brushless Direct Current Motor (BLDC Motor) and 
packed with Removable 72 Volt 20 Ah Lithium-NCM Battery Pack, it can produce up to 30 Nm 
power torque. With only 3 hours of charging from 0% to 100%, it can go until 50km/charge. 
GESITS Multi Instrument Display (MID) is equipped with 6” LCD Display with Bluetooth 
connectivity feature that can be paired into your smartphone. GESITS has apps that can 
provide the diagnostic tools for your motorcycle, also it has map features that can be 
displayed right into the MID. GESITS come in warranty for Battery (3 Years, or 1000 cycles 
whichever comes first), Electricity part (DC to DC, Controller, Wire Harness, Throttle for 2 Years 
or 20.000 km whichever comes first), Frame Chassis (2 Years or 20.000 km whichever comes 
first), BLDC Dinamo Motor (For 1 Years of 10.000 km whichever comes first).
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GWDC

Company Name   : GREATWALL DRILLING COMPANY 
Corporate Email   : marketing@gdap.co.id, marketing.gwdc@cn-  
        pc.com.cn
Corporate Fax   : +86 10 59285056
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 3506811, +62 21 350 4719, +86 10 59285698
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.gwdc.com.cn
 Instagram  :
 Twitter   :
 Facebook  :
 LinkedIn  : 
 YouTube   :

Company Desription :
Greatwall Drilling Company (GWDC), a subsidiary of China National Petroleum Corporation 
(CNPC),successively merged and reorganized with the drilling/completion business of the 
Liaohe Oilfield Company, China National Logging Corporation(CNLC), China Petroleum 
Chemical Company(CPCC) and down-hole operation business of Liaohe Oilfield Company, 
After more than 20 years of development, it has switched from a drilling and workover 
services provider to a comprehensive technical service company that provides a full range of 
integrated services to customers around the world.
Its business scope covers various aspects of Oil and Gas exploration, development and produc-
tion, as well as the field of Coalbed Methane(CBM) and Geothermal Energy development, 
Leading technology, diversified intelligent team and international enterprise scale make us 
the leader in China’s oil and gas field service industry. For more than 20 years, we have estab-
lished a number of branches, subsidiaries and joint ventures, which successfully leads us to a 
new path for being a multinational company with the balance of domestic development.
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HAGI

Company Name   : HAGI (Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia)
Corporate Email   : secretariat@hagi.or.id
Corporate Fax   : 021 5250040
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 5250040
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.hagi.or.id
 Instagram  : @infohagi
 Twitter   :
 Facebook  : Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia
 YouTube   : Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia

Company Desription :
The Indonesian Association of Geophysicists – HAGI (Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indoensia) is 
non-profit organization than encourages and develops science and technology of geophysics 
in Indonesia since 1979. On February 11th 1979, a small Group Indonesian Geophysicists met for 
discussion about a society of Indonesian Geophysicists, which later became the Indonesian 
Association of Geophysicists (HAGI).

The domain coverage area of HAGI is not only exploration and development of natural 
resources and engineering geophysics also earthquake seismology and geodynamic, ocean-
ography and meteorology, include hazard mitigation and it`s related.

Recently, total of HAGI member noticed of more than 4000 members become from varying 
company, oil and gas industry, mining industry, university, research institution both govern-
ment or non-government and others.
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HALLIBURTON

Company Name   : HALLIBURTON
Corporate Email   : -
Corporate Fax   : +62-21-7854 6600
Corporate Phone Number  : +62-21-7854 6100
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.halliburton.com
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/halliburton
 Twitter   : https://www.twitter.com/halliburton
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/pages/halliburton
 LinkedIn  : http://www.linkedin.com/company/halliburton
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/halliburton

Company Desription :
Founded in 1919, Halliburton is one of the world's largest providers of products and services to 
the energy industry. With more than 40,000 employees, representing 130 nationalities in 
more than 70 countries, the company helps its customers maximize value throughout the 
lifecycle of the reservoir – from locating hydrocarbons and managing geological data, to 
drilling and formation evaluation, well construction and completion, and optimizing produc-
tion throughout the life of the asset.
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HALO ROBOTICS

Company Name   : PT Halo Indah Permai
Corporate Email   : enterprise@halo-robotics.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 811 8549 999 / +62 21 7699123
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.halorobotics.com 
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/halorobotics/ 
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/halorobotics 
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/halo-robotics/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/c/Halo-robotics

Company Desription :
Halo Robotics is the largest commercial drone distributor and service provider in Indonesia, 
driven by commitment to provide full drone solutions across every industry, including Oil and 
Gas, Mining, Agriculture, Power, Construction, Security, Fire and Public Safety. In addition to a 
powerful range of professional drone services, Halo Robotics works with DJI Enterprise, the 
largest drone manufacturer in the world, as a Gold level distributor and authorized After-Sales 
Service Center in Indonesia, and represents global leaders in every category of commercial 
drone technology in Indonesia.
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Harbour Energy

Company Name   : Harbour Energy
Corporate Email   : ID_Contact@harbourenergy.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221 – 5086 3000
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.harbourenergy.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : @Harbourenergy
 Facebook  : @harbourenergyplc
 LinkedIn  : Harbour Energy
 YouTube   : Harbour Energya

Company Desription :
Harbour Energy is the largest UK listed independent oil and gas company. We have a diversi-
fied UK asset base within an attractive global footprint. Our aim is to deliver value in a respon-
sible manner for all stakeholders in accordance with global standards, ensured by strong 
corporate governance, and to be Net Zero by 2035.
Harbour Energy in Indonesia has a dominant position in the Natuna Sea delivering gas into 
Singapore. Natuna Sea Block A [28.67% operated interests] consists of seven producing fields 
– Anoa, Gajah Baru, Pelikan, Naga, Bison, Iguana and Gajah-Puteri. These have been developed 
through a combination of platforms and subsea tiebacks. Gas is delivered from Natuna Sea 
Block A to Singapore through the West Natuna Transportation System. Other assets in 
Indonesia include Tuna Block with 50% operated interest and Andaman Area with 20-40% 
interest. Our operated interest in the Tuna offshore block close to the Indonesian Vietnam 
maritime border was awarded by the Indonesian Government in March 2007. The c. 100 
mmboe Tuna field was discovered in April 2014 and appraised via a two well programme in 
2021. Harbour Energy has built a material position in the Andaman Sea, offshore Aceh with 
interests in Andaman I, Andaman II and South Andaman. Our first exploration well, Timpan-1, 
in Andaman II [40% operated interest] was recently drilled in a water depth of 4,245 ft.
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HRH GEOLOGY

Company Name   : PT. HRH GEOLOGICAL SERVICES INTERNATIONAL
Corporate Email   : Wendy.Kuntjoro@hrhgeology.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2966 7300
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 2966 7286/99
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.hrhgeology.com
 Instagram  : - 
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
HRH was established in 1989 with the aim of establishing itself as the World's leading 
solutions provider within the field of operational geology.

Headquartered in Aberdeen, but offices in the Middle East, Far East and the US. This is
complimented by an extensive network of partners and representatives Worldwide

Market Leading products and services: Software (GravitasEDGE), Manpower GeoPlacer.com/
Geologging), Total Gas (Drilgas) and Geological Training

Over 30 years in business. Over 200 clients in over 60 countries.

Technology focused with a strong R&D commitment
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IAFMI

Company Name   : IAFMI
Corporate Email   : info@iafmi.or.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812 8899 4655 (Yunita)/+62 812 6006 1521 (Shifa)
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.iafmi.or.id 
 Instagram   : info.iafmi
 Twitter       : -
 Faceboo       : Ikatan Ahli Fasilitas Produksi Minyak dan Gas Bumi 
      Indonesia- IAFMI
 LinkedIn       : Ikatan Ahli Fasilitas Produksi Minyak dan Gas Bumi 
      Indonesia- IAFMI
 YouTube       : IAFMI - info

Company Desription :
IAFMI, which stands for the Association of Indonesian Oil and Gas Production Facilities 
Experts, was declared on June 20, 2013 in Bandung. IAFMI's mission is an expression of a long 
process, starting from the existence of oil and gas industry in Indonesia. Thus, IAFMI does not 
only focus on the professional aspects of its members, but also targeting other important 
aspects as a part of foundation for the development of the oil and gas industry. 
Vision and Missions of IAFMI:
 1.  Build and develop the network, competence, and professionalism of
     experts in oil and gas production facilities.
 2. Facilitating technological progress to improve the quality, level of competition  
     and stability of the oil and gas industry.
 3. Empowering the potential of domestic supporting resources for the oil and gas  
     industry.
 4. Build a center of science and knowledge in the field of oil and gas production 
     facilities,
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IAGI

Company Name   : Ikatan Ahli Geologi Indonesia (IAGI)
Corporate Email   : iagisek@cbn.net.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812-8888-1461
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : iagi.or.id
 Instagram  : iagi 
 Twitter   : iaginet
 Facebook  : IAGI Page 
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : IAGI (Ikatan Ahli Geologi Indonesia) - Indonesian 
        association of Geologists

Company Desription :
The Indonesian Association of Geologists (IAGI) is a professional organization for Indonesian 
geologists and parties interested in the geological field. IAGI was founded on April 13, 1960, 
and currently has more than 10,000 members, seven subsidiary organizations, 27 regional 
administrators, three commissariats, two overseas chapters, and 29 student sections from all 
over Indonesia.

IAGI members consist of geologists, geoscientists, and earth-related professionals who have 
professional careers in several varied professional fields, including; corporate practitioners in 
the energy and non-energy fields (mining of metallic and non-metallic minerals and miner-
als), bureaucrats in government agencies (ministry/state institutions, provincial governments, 
and district/city governments), researchers and academics, as well as entrepreneurs in the 
field of geology spread across Indonesia and some other countries.
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IATMI

Company Name   : IATMI (Ikatan Ahli Teknik Perminyakan Indonesia)
Corporate Email   : pusat@iatmi.or.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812-5050-332
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.iatmi.or.id 
 Instagram  : @iatmipusat
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : iatmi pusat
 YouTube   : iatmi training

Company Desription :
Society Of Indoenesia Petroleum Engineer (IATMI) is a professional organization founded in 
Jakarta on 7 June 1979 by a group of Indonesian professionals working in the petroleum and 
geothermal industry. At this time IATMI has more than 10,000 members spread all over 
Indonesia and several countries in the world. Through synergy with related stakeholders, IATMI 
aims to serve its members to increase knowledge, support the professional development of 
Indonesian oil and gas. IATMI will also continue to work with other professional organizations 
to promote synergy and professionalism, and also contribute ideas and thoughts in advancing 
the nation's energy in the form of recommendations, holding various activities and events etc. 
IATMI Consists of more than 10,000 members of oil and gas experts spread across Indonesia 
and several countries in the world. Playing an active role in contributing to advancing the 
national and world oil and gas industry
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IHS MARKIT (S&P GLOBAL)

Company Name   : S&P Global (IHS Markit)
Corporate Email   : indra.suryata@ihsmarkit.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 5799 8988
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 5799 8707
Corporate Social Media Name : IHS Markit
 Website   : https://ihsmarkit.com/index.html
 Instagram  : 
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/IHSMarkit
 Facebook  : 
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/ihsmarkit/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/IHSMarkit

Company Desription :
At S&P Global Commodity Insights, our complete view of global energy and commodities 
markets enables our customers to make decisions with conviction and create long-term, 
sustainable value.

For more than 100 years, we've been a trusted connector that brings together thought leaders, 
market participants, governments, and regulators to co-create solutions that lead to progress. 
Vital to navigating Energy Transition, S&P Global Commodity Insights' coverage includes oil 
and gas, power, chemicals, metals, agriculture, and shipping.

S&P Global Commodity Insights is a division of S&P Global (NYSE: SPGI). S&P Global is the 
world's foremost provider of credit ratings, benchmarks, analytics, and workflow solutions in 
the global capital, commodity, and automotive markets. With every one of our offerings, we 
help many of the world's leading organizations navigate the economic landscape so they can 
plan for tomorrow, today.

Starting in March 2022, IHS Markit became part of S&P Global, and S&P Global Platts and IHS 
Markit ENR combined to become S&P Global Commodity Insights. It's an exciting combina-
tion to better serve our customers in markets, including oil, natural gas, LNG, electric power, 
coal, shipping, petrochemicals, metals, agriculture, and energy transition.

Each day we publish news, commentary, fundamental market data, research, analysis, and 
thousands of daily price assessments widely used as benchmarks in the physical and futures 
markets. Our services are delivered directly through platforms like Platts Dimensions Pro – and 
via channel partners.

Our Topics feature provides you with a simple way to find and read the latest news, research, 
and analytics on the key issues impacting the markets you work in.

S&P Global has a proud 150+ year heritage as a trusted source of information to the business 
community - bringing transparency and cutting edge research and analytics to markets 
worldwide. Integrity, excellence, and relevance remain at the center of everything we do.



Company Desription :
At S&P Global Commodity Insights, our complete view of global energy and commodities 
markets enables our customers to make decisions with conviction and create long-term, 
sustainable value.

For more than 100 years, we've been a trusted connector that brings together thought leaders, 
market participants, governments, and regulators to co-create solutions that lead to progress. 
Vital to navigating Energy Transition, S&P Global Commodity Insights' coverage includes oil 
and gas, power, chemicals, metals, agriculture, and shipping.

S&P Global Commodity Insights is a division of S&P Global (NYSE: SPGI). S&P Global is the 
world's foremost provider of credit ratings, benchmarks, analytics, and workflow solutions in 
the global capital, commodity, and automotive markets. With every one of our offerings, we 
help many of the world's leading organizations navigate the economic landscape so they can 
plan for tomorrow, today.

Starting in March 2022, IHS Markit became part of S&P Global, and S&P Global Platts and IHS 
Markit ENR combined to become S&P Global Commodity Insights. It's an exciting combina-
tion to better serve our customers in markets, including oil, natural gas, LNG, electric power, 
coal, shipping, petrochemicals, metals, agriculture, and energy transition.
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Each day we publish news, commentary, fundamental market data, research, analysis, and 
thousands of daily price assessments widely used as benchmarks in the physical and futures 
markets. Our services are delivered directly through platforms like Platts Dimensions Pro – and 
via channel partners.

Our Topics feature provides you with a simple way to find and read the latest news, research, 
and analytics on the key issues impacting the markets you work in.

S&P Global has a proud 150+ year heritage as a trusted source of information to the business 
community - bringing transparency and cutting edge research and analytics to markets 
worldwide. Integrity, excellence, and relevance remain at the center of everything we do.
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Indoturbine PT / Solar Turbines Inc

Company Name   : PT Indoturbine / Solar Turbines Inc
Corporate Email   : indotrbn@indoturbinept.com
Corporate Fax   : +6221 574 9823
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221 574 9822
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.indoturbine.com/,
      https://www.solarturbines.com/en_US.htm
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Indoturbine:
PT. Indoturbine was established in June 1973, coinciding with the concurrent trend in the oil 
and gas exploration business, both in the international and domestic market. Along with the 
Solar Turbines expansion plan to Indonesian market, PT Indoturbine has been appointed to 
be the exclusive distributor.
Following an agreement with PT Dirgantara Indonesia – Nusantara Turbine and Propulsi 
(PTDI-NTP), overhaul of Solar Turbine engines were made possible in Bandung for the first 
time in 1987. OEM Certified in-country overhaul service due to modern facilities, equipment 
and state-of-the art technology at our disposal in Bandung.
PT. Indoturbine has delivered gas turbine compressor sets, generator sets, and mechanical 
drives to support to support the growth of Indonesia Oil & Gas and Energy industries. Our 
clients include state owned energy related enterprises (Pertamina group, PGN, PLN), 
majority of Oil & Gas operators, and industrial enterprises. Our success is driven by commit-
ment and team work.
In recognition of the company excellence Quality management and Occupational Health & 
Safety Management, Bureau Veritas, after a complete companywide audit system and 
practices, awarded PT. Indoturbine for Occupational Health Management System.
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Solar Turbines Inc:
Solar Turbines Incorporated, headquartered in San Diego, California, is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Caterpillar Inc. Solar manufactures the world’s most widely used family of 
mid-sized industrial gas turbines, ranging from 1 to 39 megawatts. More than 16,000 Solar 
units are installed in more than 100 countries with more than 3 billion operating hours. Solar 
is a leading provider of energy solutions, featuring an extensive line of gas turbine-powered 
compressor sets, mechanical drive packages, and generator sets.
Solar’s customers put the company’s products to work in many areas, including production, 
processing and pipeline transmission of natural gas and crude oil, and generation of 
electricity and thermal energy for processing applications, such as manufacturing chemicals, 
pharmaceuticals, and food products.
Solar’s foundation is people and Solar’s culture is one where individual contributions are 
valued, diversity in the workplace is encouraged, and safety is emphasized in all aspects of 
the business. Solar Turbines is comprised of a dedicated and multi-talented workforce of 
more than 8,000 employees with decades of experience working as a global team.
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IQ Integrity

Company Name   : IQ Integrity
Corporate Email   : alan@iqintegrity.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 1224 452158
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.iqintegrity.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
IQ Integrity provides operational software tools to oil and gas operators and subcontractors. 
Our ONE software is a proven solution framework for asset integrity and anomaly manage-
ment. It is used by E&P companies throughout the UK North Sea area, for all types of knowl-
edge management and infrastructure, and can be used to track late-life assets through to 
decommissioning. 
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KARYA ENERGI INDONESIA PT

Company Name   : PT KARYA ENERGI INDONESIA
Corporate Email   : info@karya-energi.com
Corporate Fax   : 031-5453527
Corporate Phone Number  : 031-5458550
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.karya-energi.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
WORLD CLASS PARTNER FOR YOUR SUPPLY AND SERVICE, PT Karya Energi Indonesia (KEI) 
is a privately-owned company and was established in 2008 in Surabaya, Indonesia. Initial 
business was as Oil and Gas and Industrial general supply and trading company and through-
out the time KEI evolved into major supplier, agent and distributor of few of leading brands 
and market leader of its lines. 
KEI is fully committed to fulfilling every demand in the industry and client's needs. By adopt-
ing innovative technical approaches, the one-stop solution company has its product strengths 
that are unique and exclusive both in performance and sustainability for a wide array of indus-
tries, namely Oll and Gas, Power Plant, Petrochemical, Cement, Mining, Pulp and Paper, Palm 
Oil Refinery, Food and Beverage, Water Supply and Irrigation, Waste Water and Sewage 
Treatment Disposal, Agriculture, Electronics, Processing and Packaging, Marine and 
Shipbuilding. 
KEI Authorized Leading Brand 
A. VALVE & CONTROL 
    1. EMERSON AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
   2. IMI CCI  
B. INSTRUMENTS
    1. DRUCK 
   2. PANAMETRICS 
   3. BARTEC 
   4. GESOTEC 
   5. PROMECOM 
   6. ECOM
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   7. ATMOS 
C. PLANT EQUIPMENT  
   1. JEONGWOO 
  2. HOWDEN 
  3. APROVIS
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KPP MINYAK DAN GAS BUMI

Company Name   : KPP Minyak dan Gas Bumi
Corporate Email   : •  kpp.081@pajak.go.id, 
      •  pelayanan081@kemenkeu.go.id
Corporate Fax   : 021-79194852
Corporate Phone Number  : 021-79194783
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : pipamigas.net, pajak.go.id
 Instagram  : @pajakmigas
 Twitter   : @PajakMigas
 Facebook  : KPP Minyak dan Gas Bumi
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : KPP Minyak dan Gas Bumi

Company Desription :
Oil and Gas Tax Office is a vertical unit office under the Directorate General Of Taxes, Ministry 
Of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia. Their task are to giving the services of tax administra-
tion, counseling, supervision, and law enforcement of Taxpayers in the fields of Income Tax, 
Value Added Tax, and Other Indirect Taxes within its jurisdiction based on the laws and 
regulations in Indonesia. Unlike the other tax office in Indonesia, Oil and Gas Tax Office has a 
special characteristic, the name speak itself, they only supervise the tax payer in the fields of 
oil and gas operation, consist of Contractor or Authorized/Permit Holder that doing business 
activities in the upstream oil and gas and geothermal sector and its supporting service 
companies, including holding companies that control directly or indirectly to the Contractor 
or Authorized/Permit Holder.
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LINTASARTA

Company Name   : Aplikanusa Lintasarta
Corporate Email   : info@lintasarta.co.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +621 230 2345
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.lintasarta.net/
 Instagram  : @lintasarta.official
 Twitter   : @Lintasarta
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/lintasarta.official/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/lintasarta/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/user/aplikanusaLintasar-
ta

Company Desription :
Lintasarta is one of the leading and most comprehensive ICT companies in Indonesia. Estab-
lishment in April 1988, Lintasarta has been part of the business dynamic in Indonesia by bring-
ing reliable data communications, internet and IT services to many regions nationwide, 
including remote areas. 
Our services are supported by local presences in more than 55 cities all over Indonesia. 
Lintasarta reputation recognized among more than 2,500 corporate clients, and we connect 
more than 56,000 networks using state-of-the-art infrastructure based on the Next Genera-
tion Network (NGN) Platform. 
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MAPS & GLOBE SPECIALIST (M&GS)

Company Name   : Maps & Globe Specialist (M&GS)
Corporate Email   : info@mapsglobe.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +65-9825 9495
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.mapsglobe.com/ 
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/mapsglobespecialist/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/
            maps-globe-specialist
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exkMGfSmjSs

Company Desription :
Maps & Globe Specialist providing top-notch mapping solutions to the Oil & Gas, Power Plant, 
Shipbuilding, Renewable Energy, Palm Oil, Agricultural, Mining, Water and Waste Manage-
ment industry. We provide a platform for advertising on our maps to boost your business and 
reach decision-makers in various industries worldwide. We distribute our maps through mega 
trade shows around the world and our portfolio of products and mapping services are well 
diversified. M&GS Oil & Gas maps series cover more detailed oil exploration and production 
areas for countries within Southeast Asia and Middle East region, along with the exploration 
and production companies operating the acreages. Downstream Map features the supply 
from key producing Oil and Gas fields connecting with pipelines to refinery and petrochemi-
cal plants, as well as terminal and storage facilities. We pride ourselves in our ability to meet 
your requirements on customized mapping and embrace ourselves to high standard of 
professionalism both in our products and services. Kindly visit our booth to collect your FREE 
copy of maps, or kindly visit  https://www.mapsglobe.com/ for more information.
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METI (MASYARAKAT ENERGI TERBARUKAN INDONESIA)

Company Name   : MASYARAKAT ENERGI TERBARUKAN INDONESIA
Corporate Email   : meti.ires@gmail.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 8118817222
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : http://metiires.or.id/
 Instagram  : @metiires
 Twitter   : @metiires
 Facebook  : Masyarakat Energi Terbarukan Indonesia/Indonesia  
      Renewable Energy Society
 LinkedIn  : METI IRES
 YouTube   : METI IRES

Company Desription :
Introduction
The Founding of the Indonesia Renewable Energy Society (IRES) was initiated by a group of 
intellectuals, government officials, private companies and professional on May 5
th, 1999, that on the one hand, concern with the unabated use of fossil energy which is consid-
ered to be the main cause of the current global environmental pollution and the accelerated 
depletion of the conventional energy resource, which could be utilized sustainably to meet 
the energy need of the current and future generation. METI is a forum for scientists, educators, 
regulators, business developers and organization, NGO’s, associations of renewable energy 
sector, and other stakeholders to discuss andexchange views on strategic and pragmatic 
issues of using Renewable Energy to serve the nation’s interest and objectives to be less 
dependence on fossil energy and prevent the environment from deteriorating as a result of 
the continuous and unabated use of fossil energy. METI is committed to contribute to the 
global climate change, by producing ideas and solutions toward the global concerns, particu-
larly through advocating and promoting the use of renewable energies.
Our Vision
METI envisages becoming effective forum where continuous efforts are taken toward develop-
ing and using Renewable Energy to sustainably meet the national energy need and toward 
contributing to the global efforts in battling the impact of the global climate change.
Our Mission
METI is to play an active and effective role in advocating, promoting and socializing the bene-
fits of Renewable Energy Encompassing the development and applications of relevant 
technology, development of socio-economic concept, and human resource capacity building 
which all support the utilization of Renewable.
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Mubadala Energy

Company Name   : Mubadala Energy
Corporate Email   : id.communications@mubadalaenergy.com 
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 7592 2831
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 7592 2830
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.mubadalaenergy.com
 Instagram  : @mubadala_energy
 Twitter   : @MubadalaEnergy
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : Mubadala Energy
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Mubadala Energy is an international energy company, headquartered in Abu Dhabi. With a 
diversified portfolio of operated and non-operated assets spanning 11 countries, its primary 
geographic focus is in the Middle East and North Africa, Russia and Southeast Asia.
 
Mubadala Energy is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mubadala Investment Company, which is 
owned by the Government of Abu Dhabi. The company’s portfolio is almost 70 per cent gas, 
with a working interest production in 2021 of approximately 430,000 barrels of oil equivalent 
per day.
 
In line with Mubadala Energy’s commitment to play an active role in the energy transition, the 
company is expanding across the gas value chain and actively pursuing opportunities in new 
energy sectors.
 
With a top quartile safety record, Mubadala Energy is widely known as a responsible operator 
and valued partner, committed to meet the growing demand for energy in a sustainable and 
efficient way.
 
For more information, please visit www.mubadalaenergy.com
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NESR PT

Company Name   : PT. NPS Energy Indonesia (NESR)
Corporate Email   : psusanta@nesr.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 2940 7179
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 2940 7178
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.nesr.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : National Energy Services Reunited Corp.
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
National Energy Services Reunited Corp. (NESR) was founded in 2017 as one of the largest 
national oilfield services providers in the MENA and Asia Pacific regions and was the first 
national energy company from the MENA region to be listed on the NASDAQ. With over 5,000 
employees representing more than 60 nationalities in over 16 countries, NESR helps its 
customers unlock the full potential of their reservoirs by providing production services such as 
hydraulic fracturing, cementing, coiled tubing, filtration, completions, stimulation, pumping 
and nitrogen services. NESR also enables its customers access their reservoirs in a more 
efficient manner by providing drilling and evaluation services such as drilling downhole tools, 
directional drilling, fishing tools, testing services, wireline, slickline, drilling fluids and rig 
services.

As the “National Champion” of MENA with operations spanning across all the major oil and 
gas basins in the region, NESR prides itself on delivering exceptional service and deploying 
optimal technical solutions to solve the challenges of its oil and gas customers, while striving 
to promote the economic development of the countries in which it operates.
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OBM DRILCHEM PT

Company Name   : PT. OBM Drilchem, Tbk.
Corporate Email   : Salesmarketing@drilchem.com
Corporate Fax   : (021) 30051341
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 (021) 30051341
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://drilchem.com/
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/drilchem/
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://id.linkedin.com/company/pt-obm-drilchem
 YouTube   : https://youtu.be/CfEyB6q7bME

Company Desription :
PT OBM Drilchem, Tbk is successful manufacturer and provider of specialty drilling fluid 
additives to the global drilling industry. We develop products which are specifically designed 
to improve the efficiency of the drilling process thereby savings our customers considerable 
time and cost and allowing for optimum well productivity. Our Company is known as an 
innovation leader that has pioneered breakthrough products producing significant results in 
this industry. Our pioneering spirit is best demonstrated by our research and development 
team’s long-term commitment to continuous innovation. Our quest to perpetually reinvent 
ourselves is exemplified by our ever-growing portfolio in global and foreign patents. We have 
a library of case histories available that deliver successful performance of the products 
acknowledged by our respective Customers. Our customers partner with us to overcome their 
most difficult challenges ‘drilling the undrillable wells’ with our technology to provide them 
with the best solutions to meet their needs. Being 100% Indonesian Company, we continu-
ously support our long-term, strategic partner relationships and put it in a business long-term 
collaboration as a partner to provide continues progress for the industry. We have a network 
of distributors and agents strategically located around the globe who are ready to respond to 
our customer’s needs. They are supported by a team of technical sales engineers who will 
assist our customers through on-site monitoring and supervision of the application of our 
products. Our own engineers are also available to provide initial training in the correct applica-
tion of our products and to provide follow up trouble shooting services on site. This will ensure 
our customers achieve maximum results in the field.
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OMS OILFIELD SERVICES

Company Name   : OMS OILFIELD SERVICES
Corporate Email   : omsid.bpnsales@omsos.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 542 770084
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 542 770082
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.omsos.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : www.linkedin.com/company/
      oms-oilfield-services/about/
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
OMS Oilfield Services is leading oilfield services and manufacturing company. Our sevice 
include equipment repair and remanufacturing, onsite/offsite inspection, welding, machining 
and premium threading. We design and manufacture casing connector, surface wellheads 
(both conventional and compact),mudline suspension system, gate valve and surface christ-
mas trees for onshore and offshore applications. Estabilshed in 1976, OMS is now a wholly 
owned subsidary of Sumitomo Corporation.
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OPITO

Company Name   : OPITO
Corporate Email   : richard.roberts@@opito.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +971 5659 955429
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.opito.com
 Instagram  : opitoglobal
 Twitter   : @OPITOGlobal
 Facebook  : OPITOglobal
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/opito
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/channel/
      UCwjsXEZ2NGEW_D9v00VzJyQ

Company Desription :
OPITO is the global, not-for-profit, skills body for the energy industry. More than 375,000 
people are trained to OPITO Standards every year in more than 50 countries through 230 
accredited Centres. We also work with governments, national oil companies, operators and 
contractors, offering a range of services and products to meet international skills needs and 
support workforce development.
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PELOTON

Company Name   : Peloton E.U. B.V.
Corporate Email   : -
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +31 (0) 20.7470.106
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.peloton.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
THE PELOTON PLATFORM PROVIDES INDUSTRY-LEADING OIL & GAS 
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
Accessible anywhere, anytime, the SaaS-based Peloton Platform allows oil and gas operators 
to view and manage vital operational data across three solution areas integrated into one fully 
hosted platform. Developed in partnership with Microsoft's Azure technology, this customiz-
able platform delivers a seamless user experience to help organizations achieve maximum 
value from Well Data Lifecycle, Production Data Lifecycle, and Land Data Management 
solutions.
• WELL DATA LIFECYCLE
 Encompassing workflows to support capital projects related to well and site 
 construction through to abandonment and reclamation.
• PRODUCTION DATA LIFECYCLE
 Encompassing workflows to support production data capture, field operations, 
 surveillance, hydrocarbon accounting and regulatory reporting.
• LAND DATA MANAGEMENT
 Encompassing workflows to lease acquisition, ownership history, payments, and 
 related obligations.
Our software gives your personnel a deeper insight and total control over data acquisition, 
analysis and visualization through the entire integrated well lifecycle.
At Peloton, we’re 'well focused' on bringing small, mid-size, and large oil and gas operators the 
world's best well data and drilling software—equipping your business with the tools and 
information necessary to manage, simplify and optimize your operations.
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PGS PT

Company Name   : PT Penta Gas Sistems – Galileo Technologies
Corporate Email   : gsen@penta-energi.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 80641001
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 813 8102 0235
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.penta-energi.com 
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : Penta Gas Sistems
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Penta Gas Sistems (PGS) is a company set up by experienced professionals from the energy 
industry, with the objective of using their combined experience to bring the innovative energy 
solutions that would ensure long-term benefits to the people of Indonesia.

Our Vision is to build an Energy Business that delivers Positive Value to the people of Indone-
sia by: 
• Providing Innovative Solutions that use Naturally Available Resources, 
• Produce Energy that is Environment Friendly and Sustainable for the Domestic 
 Economy, and 
• Contributing to the Nation’s Self-Sufficiency Aspirations.

PGS aspires to reach its goal by bringing cutting edge international technology that can be 
suitably adapted to resolve energy issues that are typical to Indonesia’s unique geography and 
resource availability. 

Our focus is to develop viable, long term solutions that can:

1. Monetize Stranded Gas fields and Flare Gas to produce LNG for the domestic 
 industrial / power sector.
2. Utilize Waste from Agriculture, Animal, Palm Oil and other industry to produce 
 Bio-Methane as a replacement for Diesel / LPG for industrial and automotive usage.

We are supported in our endeavour by Galileo Technologies, Argentina, who are the pioneers 
in successfully developing Small Scale Gas Solutions, that have been well proven across the 
world. 

Galileo has been developing engineering products and services for over three decades to 
make the production, transportation and consumption of Natural Gas, Bio-Methane and 
Hydrogen more economically viable. Present in more than 70 countries, Galileo has custom-
ized proven efficient energy solutions, that have helped clients to not only monetize new gas 
sources at considerably reduced operating costs, but also helped them to improve their 
competitiveness and contributed to improving their environment-friendly footprint.

PGS is proud to represent Galileo as their sole authorized agent in Indonesia for the following: 

• Cryobox (Plug and Play, Modular and Portable LNG Production Unit, Capacity 18 
 MTPD)
• ZPTS Plant (Modular Gas Conditioning Unit capable of handling high CO2 levels)
• Amine Plant (Modular Amine based CO2 Removal Plant)
• CSM (Modular Membrane based CO2 Removal System)
• Patagonia Smart Fueling Station (Plug and Play, Modular LCNG Fuel Station that 
 can simultaneously fill LNG and CNG vehicles)
• LNG Storage and Regasification Solutions (Interconnected Iso-tank Storage, Vertical 
 / Horizontal LNG Storage and LNG Vaporizers)
• Bio-Methane Solutions (Modular plants for producing Renewable CNG or LNG from 
 Organic Waste)

We invite you to visit us at Booth AS17A at the Assembly Hall for further information.



Company Desription :
PT Penta Gas Sistems (PGS) is a company set up by experienced professionals from the energy 
industry, with the objective of using their combined experience to bring the innovative energy 
solutions that would ensure long-term benefits to the people of Indonesia.

Our Vision is to build an Energy Business that delivers Positive Value to the people of Indone-
sia by: 
• Providing Innovative Solutions that use Naturally Available Resources, 
• Produce Energy that is Environment Friendly and Sustainable for the Domestic 
 Economy, and 
• Contributing to the Nation’s Self-Sufficiency Aspirations.

PGS aspires to reach its goal by bringing cutting edge international technology that can be 
suitably adapted to resolve energy issues that are typical to Indonesia’s unique geography and 
resource availability. 

Our focus is to develop viable, long term solutions that can:

1. Monetize Stranded Gas fields and Flare Gas to produce LNG for the domestic 
 industrial / power sector.
2. Utilize Waste from Agriculture, Animal, Palm Oil and other industry to produce 
 Bio-Methane as a replacement for Diesel / LPG for industrial and automotive usage.
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We are supported in our endeavour by Galileo Technologies, Argentina, who are the pioneers 
in successfully developing Small Scale Gas Solutions, that have been well proven across the 
world. 

Galileo has been developing engineering products and services for over three decades to 
make the production, transportation and consumption of Natural Gas, Bio-Methane and 
Hydrogen more economically viable. Present in more than 70 countries, Galileo has custom-
ized proven efficient energy solutions, that have helped clients to not only monetize new gas 
sources at considerably reduced operating costs, but also helped them to improve their 
competitiveness and contributed to improving their environment-friendly footprint.

PGS is proud to represent Galileo as their sole authorized agent in Indonesia for the following: 

• Cryobox (Plug and Play, Modular and Portable LNG Production Unit, Capacity 18 
 MTPD)
• ZPTS Plant (Modular Gas Conditioning Unit capable of handling high CO2 levels)
• Amine Plant (Modular Amine based CO2 Removal Plant)
• CSM (Modular Membrane based CO2 Removal System)
• Patagonia Smart Fueling Station (Plug and Play, Modular LCNG Fuel Station that 
 can simultaneously fill LNG and CNG vehicles)
• LNG Storage and Regasification Solutions (Interconnected Iso-tank Storage, Vertical 
 / Horizontal LNG Storage and LNG Vaporizers)
• Bio-Methane Solutions (Modular plants for producing Renewable CNG or LNG from 
 Organic Waste)

We invite you to visit us at Booth AS17A at the Assembly Hall for further information.
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PGS

Company Name   : PGS
Corporate Email   : ap.info@pgs.com
Corporate Fax   : N/A
Corporate Phone Number  : +60 3 2780 1020
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.pgs.com
 Instagram  : N/A
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/pgsnews
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/petroleumgeoservices/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/pgs/
      mycompany
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/user/
      PetroleumGeoServices
Company Desription :
PGS is an integrated marine geophysical company and our services include seismic data 
acquisition, subsurface imaging, rock physics, and reservoir characterization. PGS is the indus-
try's most experienced provider of multisensor broadband seismic data.
Energy companies use PGS data for both exploration and production. In the exploration 
phase, seismic data is used to search for new reserves. In the production phase, accurate data 
is needed to produce efficiently over the life of an asset. Some reservoirs may later be used to 
store captured carbon. Wind farm planners also require reliable information about the subsur-
face to manage project risk and evaluate investments.
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PPS PT

Company Name   : PT Penta Pipa Solusi – SoluForce®
Corporate Email   : pps@penta-energi.com 
      pnemalceff@penta-energi.com
Corporate Fax   : +6221 80641001
Corporate Phone Number  : +6221 80641060; +62 811885636
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.penta-energi.com 
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : PT Penta Pipa Solusi
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Penta Pipa Solusi is a Sole Agent, Distributor, and Installer of SoluForce® in Indonesia. 
SoluForce’s Flexible Composite Pipes (FCP) also known as Reinforced Thermoplastic Pipes 
(RTP) are the next generation in high pressure pipelines. The system is corrosion-, scaling and 
maintenance free, and suitable for a wide range of applications, making it the 21st century 
pipeline solution. SoluForce is the technological leader in manufacturing Spoolable FCP.

• Some of the advantages of having SoluForce’s RTP:
• Durable, Corrosion-free solution, no scaling or erosion, and maintenance-free
• Easy and Fast Installation
• Reusable pipeline
• Extremely robust to endure very heavy loads
• Available in 400-metre length per coil for quick transportation and installation
• Design life of up to 50 years 

We provide a perfect solution for your pipeline system for hydrocarbon transportation, water 
cycle, hydrogen as well as for industrial applications. Our support services include providing 
study and engineering/ commerciality solution as well as installation and supporting equip-
ment for both onshore and offshore environment.
We experienced install for several projects in Indonesia for oil and gas industry and mining 
companies, such as: PHE ONWJ, ConocoPhillips Grissik, Mirah Ganal Energi, Agincourt 
Resources, Amman Mineral Nusa Tenggara, etc. with total pipeline installed more than 100 
km. We already registered as a listed vendor on oil & gas CIVD.



Pertamina Hulu Energi (PHE)

Company Name   : PT Pertamina Hulu Energi 
Corporate Email   : pcc135@pertamina.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 29547086
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 29547000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.phe.pertamina.com
 Instagram  : @phe.pertamina
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : @pertaminahuluenergi
 YouTube   : @phe.pertamina

Company Desription :
PT Pertamina Hulu Energi (PHE) became PHE Subholding Upstream.

In line with the transformation of PT Pertamina (Persero) as an oil and gas holding company, 
PHE was appointed as PHE Subholding Upstream in 2021 to lead all upstream business in 
Pertamina. This step will assist Pertamina in achieving its 2024 aspirations of becoming a 
global energy company through superior operations, business development acceleration, and 
increased capability and flexibility.

The words &quot;the Company&quot; and &quot;PHE&quot; refer to the PHE Entity. Mean-
while, Pertamina Hulu Energi (PHE) and its Subsidiaries are referred to as &quot;PHE Subhold-
ing Upstream&quot;. PHE Subholding Upstream manages Work Areas on a regional basis, 
taking into account factors such as production volume, regional geography, and operational 
complexity.

PHE Subholding Upstream Work Area is divided into 5 (five) Regionals, each of which covers 
40 Domestic Work Areas made up of 27 operator blocks and 13 non-operator blocks, as well as 
27 International Work Areas spread across 13 countries in Southeast Asia, Africa, Europe, and 
the Middle East.
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PETROCHINA

Company Name   : PetroChina Indonesia
Corporate Email   : convexipa2022@petrochina.co.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 57945301
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 57945300
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.PetroChina.co.id
 Instagram  : @petrochina_id
 Twitter   : petrochinaID
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PetroChina began operating in Indonesia in 2002, with the acquisition of several blocks, 
including the Jabung block in Jambi Province. As the upstream oil and gas operator, Petro-
China works under the monitoring and supervision of the Indonesian government’s upstream 
oil and gas regulator, SKK Migas (Special Task Force for Upstream Oil and Gas Business Activi-
ties). Jabung block has enjoyed average daily production of 55,000 BOEPD for years and 
awarded Green Proper for its operation last year.
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Prasadha Pamunah Limbah Industri (PPLI) PT

Company Name   : PT. Prasadha Pamunah Limbah Industri (PPLI)
Corporate Email   : info@ppli.co.id
Corporate Fax   : 021 – 867 4043
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 – 867 4042
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.ppli.co.id
 Instagram  : @ppliofficial
 Twitter   : @ppliofficial
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT Prasadha Pamunah Limbah Industri (PPLI) is an Indonesian company that has been in 
operation since 1994 providing collection, recycling, treatment and disposal services for 
hazardous waste and non-hazardous waste.

PPLI is 95% owned by DOWA and 5% by the Government of Indonesia through the Ministry of 
State Owned Enterprises. PPLI holding company, DOWA Eco-System Co. Ltd., is a company 
dedicated to environmental management and recycling, and a wholly owned subsidiary 
company of DOWA Holdings Co. Ltd. The Group was established in 1884 as a mining and metal 
smelting/ refining company in Japan. DOWA Eco-System business is centered on resource 
recycling, waste management, soil remediation and environmental consultation.
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Rainbow Tubulars Manufacture PT

Company Name   : PT. Rainbow Tubulars Manufacture 
Corporate Email   : marketing@rainbowtubulars.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 778 4100 056
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 778 4100 056
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.rainbowtubulars.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
OMS Oilfield Services is leading oilfield services and manufacturing company. Our sevice 
include equipment repair and remanufacturing, onsite/offsite inspection, welding, machining 
and premium threading. We design and manufacture casing connector, surface wellheads 
(both conventional and compact),mudline suspension system, gate valve and surface christ-
mas trees for onshore and offshore applications. Estabilshed in 1976, OMS is now a wholly 
owned subsidary of Sumitomo Corporation.
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Repsol

Company Name   : Repsol
Corporate Email   : jreceptionist@repsol.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 5096 7801
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 5096 7800
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.repsol.com/en/
 Instagram  : @Repsol         
 Twitter   : @RepsolWorldwide
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/repsol
 LinkedIn  : www.linkedin.com/company/repsol/
 YouTube   : Repsol

Company Desription :
Repsol is a global multi-energy company that is leading the energy transition. Repsol is the 
first Oil and Gas company that made the commitment to become a net zero emissions 
company by 2050, in line with the Paris Agreement and the United Nations’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (UN’s SDGs). Present throughout the energy value chain, the company 
employs more than 24,000 people worldwide and distributes its products in 100 countries to 
around 24 million customers.

In Indonesia, Repsol present in Upstream business with mineral rights to seven blocks covers 
Sakakemang, Andaman III, South East Jambi, South Sakakemang, Aru, West Papua IV, and 
have 36% participating interest in Corridor Block. Based on Repsol Strategic Plan 2021-2025, 
Indonesia is one of the main exploration area.

The Company has also been present in Indonesia through its lubricants business for 20 years, 
with local production since 2006. Thanks to the sales growth, Indonesia has become the 
third-largest market for Repsol lubricants worldwide.
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Rock Flow Dynamics

Company Name   : Rock Flow Dynamics
Corporate Email   : Pebrina.sari@rfdyn.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 5211801
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://rfdyn.com/
 Instagram  : -      
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/
      rock-flow-dynamics/
 YouTube   : Rock Flow Dynamics Europe

Company Desription :
Established in 2005 Rock Flow Dynamics had a clear vision to provide engineers with 
state-of-the-art dynamic reservoir simulation technology that met the modern-day expecta-
tions for performance and usability. Now in our 17th year of development, tNavigator has 
grown into a fully integrated reservoir modelling & simulation solution, the first of its kind to 
integrate geoscience, reservoir engineering & production engineering domains in a single 
platform, thus offering a wide range of advanced innovative tools for geoscience, reservoir and 
production engineering disciplines. 
Integration is at the heart of our technology; we believe that by keeping data and knowledge 
in a single platform, performance and efficiency is increased, allowing users to undertake a 
deeper analysis of the field and make more informed, confident decisions.

With offices in over 25 countries globally, our technology has been adopted by more than 300 
commercial clients around the world. We pride ourselves on listening to and acting on the 
demands of the industry and delivering outstanding technology & service to our user commu-
nity. The development of tNavigator is continuous, defined by our users’ needs and the latest 
industry trends. We offer an experienced team of over 200 specialists in software support & 
development, 24/7 client support and 4 major updates to our technology every year.

As well as world-class software, Rock Flow Dynamics offers a trusted team of industry experts 
and technical geniuses. Whether you require training, software support or project consultan-
cy; our global teams of experienced specialists are ready to help you.
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Schlumberger Indonesia

Company Name   : Schlumberger Indonesia
Corporate Email   : ofs-ing-tender@slb.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2942 8222
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 29530 400
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.slb.com
 Instagram  : schlumberger_official
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/schlumberger/
 YouTube   : Schlumberger Technology

Company Desription :
Our story begins with what it truly means to be a technology innovator. It stems from a 
common sense of purpose that unites the people of Schlumberger who, representing more 
than 160 nationalities, provide leading digital solutions and deploy ground-breaking technol-
ogies to enable performance and sustainability that are crucial for the global energy industry.

With expertise in more than 120 countries, we partner with customers in close collaboration 
to create industry-changing technologies that unlock cleaner, safer access to energy for every 
community—including those we live and work in. 

Schlumberger bonds its history with Indonesia through our 90 years of uninterrupted services 
in the country. Schlumberger has demonstrated our unparalleled commitments since our 
first electric log in 1930 and it is our premise to contribute to the sustainable success of the Oil 
and Gas Industry in Indonesia.
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SEI (SURYA ENERGI INDOTAMA PT)

Company Name   : PT SURYA ENERGI INDOTAMA
Corporate Email   : info@suryaenergi.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 22 - 73518273
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.suryaenergi.com, www.lensolar.com
 Instagram  : @suryaenergi @lensolar.id
 Twitter   : @suryaenergi_
 Facebook  : PT Surya Energi Indotama
 LinkedIn  : PT Surya Energi Indotama (Subsidiary of PT Len   
      Industri)
 YouTube   : PT Surya Energi Indotama

Company Desription :
PT Surya Energi Indotama (SEI) was established in December 6th 2007 and taken over as a 
subsidiary of PT Len Industri (Persero) in January 14th 2009. PT Surya Energi Indotama is a 
trusted pioneer of new and renewable energy companies, especially solar energy in Indonesia.

To provide the best total energy utilization solutions to improve the quality of life, SEI has a 
vision to be a trusted Total Solution Leader in new renewable energy and energy conservation  
for users according to their needs.

PT Surya Energi Indotama's business focus is on new and renewable energy such as solar, 
wind, water, biomass, geothermal and energy conservation. Such as Design Engineering, 
Procurement, dan Construction, System Integration, Testing & Commisioning, Training, Opera-
tion and Maintenance, and Power & Energy Investment. 

From Sabang to Merauke, from Miangas to Rote. SEI has converted solar energy into electricity 
with a total capacity of more than thirty megawatts. SEI has also installed thousands of solar 
energy systems throughout Indonesia and continues to develop the plan. Including On Grid 
Solar Power Plant, Off Grid Solar Power Plant, Hybrid Solar Power Plant, Solar Rooftop, 
Mini/Micro Hydro, Wind Power Plant, Solar Tree, Solar Street Lighting, Solar Water Treatment, 
and Energy Storage.
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SMARTSOLO

Company Name   : SMARTSOLO INC.
Corporate Email   : sales@smartsolo.com
Corporate Fax   : +1-888-604 SOLO(7656)
Corporate Phone Number  : +86 4000-868-158
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : www.smartsolo.com 
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/smartsoloxiaozhi/
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/SmartsoloInc
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/SmartSo
      lo-Inc-679724222196080
 LinkedIn  : www.linkedin.com/company/2400863/admin/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5UECZVGwsf
      BIzEHDXZS3yw

Company Desription :
Founded in 1999 in Calgary, Canada, SmartSolo has rapidly grown to become an international 
high-tech enterprise focusing on the production of leading-edge seismic sensing products. 
With pioneering R&D, state-of-the-art manufacturing, and continually active and growing 
sales and industry presence, SmartSolo has become the leading provider of seismic imaging 
equipment in the World. 
The products and services of SmartSolo have been utilized in more than 40 countries, serving 
the seismic exploration industry on a global scale. As partner of the company with highest 
operating income in seismic exploration, SmartSolo has a majority share of the smart seismic 
exploration equipment market. Since 2017, the sales of SmartSolo have maintained a 100 % 
annual growth rate going from 40,000 channels of SmartSolo delivery worldwide in 2017 to 
80,000 channels in 2018, and by 2019 to 2020, more than 350,000 nodes in total have been 
delivered globally making SmartSolo the only nodal system in the World with this many 
nodes sold.

To augment this considerable growth, SmartSolo is staffed with an excellent sales and techni-
cal support team ready to answer to the client’s needs. Well informed strategic management 
ensure that both domestic and international business are capably and efficiently handled. 
SmartSolo are committed to promoting the SmartSolo brand, providing more customers 
with high-quality and cost-effective products through timely and knowledgeable service. 
We’re honored to solve problems for all SmartSolo users: Makes you a Winner, Whenever, 
Wherever. 
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Shearwater Geo Services 

Company Name   : Shearwater Geo Services 
Corporate Email   : marketing@shearwatergeo.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : -
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.shearwatergeo.com
 Instagram  : @shearwatergeo
 Twitter   : @ShearwaterGeo
 Facebook  : shearwatergeo
 LinkedIn  : www.linkedin.com/company/
      shearwater-geoservices
 YouTube   : ShearwaterGeoServices

Company Desription :
Shearwater is a marine geophysical company that innovates collaboratively from sensor to 
image. The process of development is a continuous loop, between people, technology and 
platform, involving hardware and software.
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SKK Migas

Company Name   : SKK Migas
Corporate Email   : hupmas@skkmigas.go.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2924 9999
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 292-416-07
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.skkmigas.go.id
 Instagram  : @humasskkmigas
 Twitter   : @humassskmigas
 Facebook  : Humas SKK Migas
 LinkedIn  : SKK Migas
 YouTube   : Humas SKK Migas

Company Desription :
Special Task Force for Upstream Oil and Gas Activities (SKK Migas) is an institution established 
by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia under Presidential Regulation Number 9 of 
2013 on Management of Upstream Oil and Gas Activities.

SKK Migas is assigned to manage the Upstream Oil and Gas Activities
under a Cooperation Contract.

This institution was established to ensure that the exploitation of the state’s
oil and gas natural resources will be able to generate maximum benefits and
revenue to the state for the greatest welfare of the people.
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SOLUSI BANGUN INDONESIA TBK PT

Company Name   : PT SOLUSI BANGUN INDONESIA TBK
Corporate Email   : info.nathabumi@sig.id
Corporate Fax   : 021 8234575
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 8231225
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.nathabumi.com
 Instagram  : _@sig.id
 Twitter   : //twitter.com/semenku
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/semenindonesiagroup/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/
      pt-semen-indonesia/
 YouTube   : SIG

Company Desription :
PT Solusi Bangun Indonesia Tbk (SBI) is an Indonesian public listed company which majority 
share is owned and managed by PT Semen Indonesia Industri Bangunan (SIIB), part PT 
Semen Indonesia (Persero) Tbk or SIG - the largest building material company in Indonesia 
and Southeast Asia. SBI operates four integrated cement plants, ready-mixed concrete batch-
ing plants, aggregate business as well as sustainable waste management services.

Taking part in SIG’s commitment to provide solutions for sustainable future, SBI represented 
by its waste management business unit, Nathabumi. Since 2007 Nathabumi has been 
partner with national and multinational companies in providing sustainable and friendly 
environment waste management solutions. Supported by experienced professionals in 
coping with waste from various industries, Nathabumi also offers various services, from analyz-
ing, handling, and transporting waste from customers, mapping and waste consultation to 
preparing and diminishing waste using co-processing technology. Nathabumi is a strategic 
partner for industry and cities in order to achieve a better environment, heading to zero waste 
future.
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Storegga

Company Name   : Storegga
Corporate Email   : peter.godfrey@storegga.earth
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 207 846 8460
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.storegga.earth
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : #StoreggaGeotechnologies
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/uas/login?session_
      redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%
      2Fcompany%2Fstoregga-geotechnologies%
      2Fabout%2F
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Storegga is developing infrastructure across the entire carbon ecosystem – capture, transport 
and permanent deep geological storage. Establishing transport and storage solutions for 
carbon dioxide enables other opportunities, such as low-carbon hydrogen generation and 
direct air capture.
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Teknologi Rekayasa Katup

Company Name   : PT. Teknologi Rekayasa Katup
Corporate Email   : sales@trkvalves.id
Corporate Fax   : +62 21-56955512
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21-56955515
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.trkvalves.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : TRKVALVES

Company Desription :
PT. TEKNOLOGI REKAYASA KATUP (TRK) is a valve manufacturer with brand TRKVALVES that 
provides industrial valves for oil, gas, geothermal, petrochemical and high end industries 
throughout Indonesia. TRK founded in 2015, occupies an area of 5,2 ha located in Serang, 
Banten. TRK is one of the pioneer High Technology Ball Valve Manufacturer company in 
Indonesia, with own Innovation & Engineering in valve design. TRKVALVES originally made in 
Indonesia.
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Tracon Industri PT

Company Name   : PT Tracon Industri
Corporate Email   : fatahilah@tracon.rekayasa.co.id
Corporate Fax   : 7918 0907
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 797 4367
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : tracon.co.id
 Instagram  : pt_tracon_industri_official
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : PT Tracon Industri
 YouTube   : PT Tracon Industri

Company Desription :
PT Tracon Industri was established in 2001 as a subsidiary company of PT Rekayasa Industri – 
a well known as Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) company in Indonesia. 
Tracon focuses on industrial plant solution and services, supported by well-trained, experi-
enced, technically committed, and extraordinary team members. Our team consist of 
qualified managers, engineers, and specialist in their respected field, providing services with 
strong foundation, and commitment to projects. Throughout the years, Tracon has proved its 
capabilities in serving clients since project development stage, during EPC, and up to plant 
operation.
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TITIAN SERVIS INDONESIA PT

Company Name   : PT. TITIAN SERVIS INDONESIA
Corporate Email   : admin@titianservices.com / info@titianser-
vices.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 789 0030
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : http//www.titianservices.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : linked.com/company/titian-services-indonesia
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PT. Titian Servis Indonesia (TSI) provide the best services and solutions for our customers to 
ensure they have the maximum return from their facilities. TSI focus on 3 main area: Project & 
Turnaround Services, Well Services & Chemicals and Pipeline & Process Services (PPS). Under 
project & Turnaround Services we provide specialised engineering & project management for 
EPC & TAR projects. Under PPS we provide various services that are required by our during the 
shutdown (turn around) periods like Online Leak Sealing, On-site machining, flange manage-
ment, hydrotesting, pipeline pre-commissioning, welding habitat and others.
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Teknik Perminyakan Universitas Trisakti

Company Name   : Teknik Perminyakan Universitas Trisakti
Corporate Email   : s1tp@trisakti.ac.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 5663232 Ext 8509
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://perminyakan.ftke.trisakti.ac.id
 Instagram  : @perminyakan_usakti
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Teknik Perminyakan Usakti
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Teknik Perminyakan Usakti

Company Desription :
The Department of Petroleum Engineering was established at the beginning of the 1980/1981 
academic year together with the Department of Geological Engineering. The two Depart-
ments were established based on need in an effort to accelerate the Indonesianization 
process in the petroleum industry. Therefore, since their establishment, the two programs 
have received assistance from Pertamina, the Production Sharing Contractor Company and 
PPTMGB “Lemigas”. The assistance received is in the form of lecture buildings, laboratories and 
equipment, teaching staff and facilities in connection with practical work and final assign-
ments.

At the beginning of its establishment the two departments were under the coordination of 
the Department of Energy within the Faculty of Engineering. Then with the development of 
the two departments, in 1982 the Faculty of Earth and Energy Technology was formed and is 
no longer under the Faculty of Industrial Engineering. On April 26, 1993, it received equalized 
status through a decree. DIKTI No. 170/DIKTI/Kep/1993. In 1998/1999 by the National Accredita-
tion Board (BAN), an assessment of the performance of the Petroleum Engineering Study 
Program was carried out by obtaining a "B" score, then in 1999/2000 it was re-evaluated and 
obtained an "A" score with Accreditation Certificate No.0287/ Ak-2-III-018/UTCTZM/VII-2000 
dated July 21, 2000. However, due to constraints caused by lack of attention in terms of 
budget for laboratory development and research, the teaching and learning process was not 
optimal so that the accreditation dropped to "B". The Petroleum Studies Program is the only 
study program in the DKI Jakarta area.
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Universitas Pertamina

Company Name   : Universitas Pertamina
Corporate Email   : info@universitaspertamina.ac.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 50857540
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.universitaspertamina.ac.id
 Instagram  : universitaspertamina
 Twitter   : UnivPertamina
 Facebook  : Universitas Pertamina
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Universitas Pertamina

Company Desription :
Universitas Pertamina was established based on the Decree (SK) of the Ministry of Research, 
Technology and Higher Education No. 60/KPT/I/2016 issued on February 1, 2016. The universi-
ty's inauguration was carried out on February 11, 2016, by the Minister of Research, Technology 
and Higher Education and the President Director of PT Pertamina (Persero), supported by the 
Minister of State-Owned Enterprises and the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources.

As a leading state-owned energy company in Indonesia, PT Pertamina (Persero) is supporting 
the development of Universitas Pertamina establishment that aims for the next generation 
who will drive sustainable development. Moreover, Universitas Pertamina was founded with 
the spirit of becoming a world-class university in the fields of business and technology.

Universitas Pertamina is managed by the Pertamina Foundation. Currently, the numbers of 
Universitas Pertamina’s students are approximately 5,200 that study in 6 faculties and 15 
undergraduate departments. The faculties composed of:

Faculty of Exploration and Production Technology, with Study Programs: Geological Engineer-
ing, Geophysical Engineering, and Petroleum Engineering;
Faculty of Industrial Technology, with Study Programs: Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Logistics Engineering;
Faculty of Economics and Business, with Study Programs: Management, and Economics;
Faculty of Infrastructure Planning, with Study Programs: Civil Engineering, and Environmental 
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Faculty of Exploration and Production Technology, with Study Programs: Geological Engineer-
ing, Geophysical Engineering, and Petroleum Engineering;
Faculty of Industrial Technology, with Study Programs: Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Logistics Engineering;
Faculty of Economics and Business, with Study Programs: Management, and Economics;
Faculty of Infrastructure Planning, with Study Programs: Civil Engineering, and Environmental 
Engineering;
Faculty of Science and Computer Science, with Study Programs: Chemistry, and Computer 
Science;
Faculty of Communication and Diplomacy, with Study Programs : International Rerlations, 
and Communication
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University of Strathclyde

Company Name   : University of Strathclyde
Corporate Email   : julian.taylor@strath.ac.uk
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 7929 179553
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.strath.ac.uk
 Instagram  : @unistrathclyde
 Twitter   : @unistrathclyde
 Facebook  : universityofstrathclyde
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/school/
      university-of-strathclyde/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/unistrathclyde

Company Desription :
The University of Strathclyde is renowned for excellent teaching, research and strong links 
with industry and business. Our world-class researchers work with industry to develop 
solutions to global challenges in areas including health, energy, manufacturing and the devel-
opment of future cities.
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Ventura IOT Sdn Bhd

Company Name   : Ventura IOT Sdn Bhd
Corporate Email   : sales@ventura.my
Corporate Fax   : +60378323776
Corporate Phone Number  : +60378327886
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.ventura.my
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : Ventura IOT
 YouTube   : Ventura IOT Sdn Bhd

Company Desription :
Ventura IOT is Malaysia based locally owned company. We are a leading solution provider of
Systems Integration, Fiber Optic Sensing Solutions, Pipeline Integrity Monitoring Systems,
Surveillance Systems, Fire & Gas Systems, High-Level Security Systems, and Internet of Things
(IOT), providing exceptional levels of technical expertise and customer satisfaction, making us
the supplier of choice for the products and services that we deliver.
We offer the perfect synergy of experience, cutting-edge technology, and scale to advance
safety-security-control solutions for the important customers in the South East Asia region.
Our unique track record of innovation and passion for excellence sets us apart as the region’s
leader in the system solution Our mission is to provide a safe and healthy working environ-
ment by implementing a high-quality and cost-effective Health, Safety, and Environment 
Management System.

Ventura recognizes that providing and integrating sound health, safety, and environmental
program into our business is key to our success. We strive to be the top Health, Safety &
Environment performance with zero incidents and zero occupational illness & injury.
We have a team with more than 20 years of experience and knowledge in the Oil & Gas and 
General Industry. Our engineers have working experience of more than 9 years specialized in 
Fiber Optics. We also have a staging facility for panel assembly, training and factory assembly 
test (FAT). We aim to maximize the value that our clients gain from their assets by providing 
them with effective, efficient, safety assurance, safe control, and operation while minimizing 
their project costs.
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Xcalibur Multiphysics

Company Name   : Xcalibur Multiphysics
Corporate Email   : info@xcaliburmp.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +61 864 993 970
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.xcaliburmp.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : www.linkedin.com/company/xcaliburmultiphysics/
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Xcalibur Multiphysics is a world leader in airborne and marine geophysical solutions, includ-
ing value-adding data acquisition, data processing, data interpretation, data management, 
and specialized software.

We offer natural resource mapping (Oil & Gas, mining, underground water and geothermal) 
to, sustainably unlock the hidden wealth of the Earth and facilitate the decision-making 
processes of our clients. Serving mainly the Oil & Gas, mining, government, energy, and utility 
markets, Xcalibur’s global client portfolio ranges between public and private sectors including 
Major and Junior companies and organizations.

Xcalibur’s geophysical service offer covers full range technologies in Airborne Geophysics 
(Magnetics and Radiometrics, Gravity Gradiometry, Electromagnetics, Gravity), Marine (Gravity 
and Magnetics), and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).

With more than 1000 projects executed, over 50 million linear kilometres of collected data, a 
fleet of 20 owned specialized aircraft, 85 geophysical systems, and a team of 200 highly 
qualified employees, Xcalibur continues to execute projects with safety, sustainability, techno-
logical innovation, operational excellence, and cost efficiency at the centre of its core values. 

Distributed in 10 office locations around the world, with main headquarters in Spain, an 
effective, multi-disciplinary management team leads an experienced group of geophysicists, 
geologists, pilots, engineers, operational, commercial, and administrative staff. 

In August 2021, Xcalibur Multiphysics founded the Xcalibur Foundation, a non-profit organiza-
tion set up in Spain to develop social and cooperation projects in countries where Xcalibur 
Multiphysics is present. Collaborating with local authorities, and local and global partners and 
foundations, its mission is to boost lifelong education and training of vulnerable children and 
youth, using sport as a pedagogical and motivational tool.
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Company Desription :
Xcalibur Multiphysics is a world leader in airborne and marine geophysical solutions, includ-
ing value-adding data acquisition, data processing, data interpretation, data management, 
and specialized software.

We offer natural resource mapping (Oil & Gas, mining, underground water and geothermal) 
to, sustainably unlock the hidden wealth of the Earth and facilitate the decision-making 
processes of our clients. Serving mainly the Oil & Gas, mining, government, energy, and utility 
markets, Xcalibur’s global client portfolio ranges between public and private sectors including 
Major and Junior companies and organizations.

Xcalibur’s geophysical service offer covers full range technologies in Airborne Geophysics 
(Magnetics and Radiometrics, Gravity Gradiometry, Electromagnetics, Gravity), Marine (Gravity 
and Magnetics), and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).

With more than 1000 projects executed, over 50 million linear kilometres of collected data, a 
fleet of 20 owned specialized aircraft, 85 geophysical systems, and a team of 200 highly 
qualified employees, Xcalibur continues to execute projects with safety, sustainability, techno-
logical innovation, operational excellence, and cost efficiency at the centre of its core values. 

Distributed in 10 office locations around the world, with main headquarters in Spain, an 
effective, multi-disciplinary management team leads an experienced group of geophysicists, 
geologists, pilots, engineers, operational, commercial, and administrative staff. 
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In August 2021, Xcalibur Multiphysics founded the Xcalibur Foundation, a non-profit organiza-
tion set up in Spain to develop social and cooperation projects in countries where Xcalibur 
Multiphysics is present. Collaborating with local authorities, and local and global partners and 
foundations, its mission is to boost lifelong education and training of vulnerable children and 
youth, using sport as a pedagogical and motivational tool.
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Xurya

Company Name   : Xurya
Corporate Email   : contact@xurya.com / sales@xurya.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 2139506637
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : xurya.com
 Instagram  : @energixurya
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Xurya Daya Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : Xurya Daya Indonesia
 YouTube   : Xurya Daya Indonesia

Company Desription :
PT Xurya Daya Indonesia (Xurya) is an Indonesian renewable energy startup with a vision to 
become the leader in clean, sustainable energy technologies and solutions. Xurya offers a 
zero-investment rental package to make it easier for industrial players to switch to solar 
power, and provide a “one-stop solution” covering feasibility study, installation, operations and 
maintenance (including component replacement). Up to date, Xurya has installed, operate, 
and maintain more than 60 commercial & industrial rooftop solar systems on various indus-
tries such as manufacturing (food and beverage, FMCG, construction materials, steel, textile 
and garment), cold-storage, logistics, hotels, and shopping center across multiple cities in 
Indonesia: Palembang, Lampung, Tangerang, Jakarta, Bekasi, Cikarang, Purwakarta, Cirebon, 
Semarang, Tuban, Gresik, Surabaya, Sidoarjo, and Makassar. Xurya is now in the process of 
installing more than 40 rooftop solar systems all over Indonesia.
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Zenith Energy Limited

Company Name   : Zenith Energy Limited
Corporate Email   : martin.booth@zenith-energy.co.uk
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +44 1224 460130
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.zenith-energy.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : @ZenithEnergy
 Facebook  : zenithenergy
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/zenith-energy
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Zenith Energy Limited is a well engineering consultancy and project management company 
providing a range of specialist services to the oil and gas Industry. We are an independent 
company, owned and managed by engineers, with a core team behind us that are experi-
enced and respected within the industry. 
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AIRPORT.ID

Company Name   : AIRPORT.ID 
Corporate Email   : info@airport.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 878-8000-0181
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.airport.id
 Instagram  : airport.id
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : airportid
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
The increasing mobility of people using air transportation makes the airport one of the right 
places to convey information. With that in mind,  airport.id  was formed to become a news 
portal that focuses on providing information about airports, airlines, and tourism.

Everything regarding airport activities, airlines, to tourism both at home and abroad will be 
reviewed in the form of balanced and straightforward news for the general public to 
consume.

airport.id  has six news channels consisting of News, Airports, Airlines, Techno, Travel, and 
Events. Not only text,  airport.id also provides information in the form of photos and videos.

As a news portal that follows the latest technological developments,  airport.id  is expected to 
make it easier for readers to access and search for various information anywhere at any time 
via a smartphone or PC.
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Bisnis Indonesia Group

Company Name   : Bisnis Indonesia Group
Corporate Email   : Sirkulasi.Mail@bisnis.com
Corporate Fax   : 021 - 5790 1024
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 - 5790 1023
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.bisnis.com/
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/bisniscom/
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/bisnisindgroup
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/jurnalindo.bi
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/bisnis-indone-  
      sia-daily/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/c/BisnisTV

Company Desription :
For 35 years, Bisnis Indonesia, the largest business and economic daily in Indonesia, has made
continuous transformations to form the Bisnis Indonesia Group (BIG), which is the integration
of two business lines, BIGMEDIA and BIGSERVICES, to meet the needs of business people in
Indonesia.
BIGMEDIA is a multimedia business group consisting of Bisnis Indonesia, Solopos and Harian
Jogja, which is published and broadcast in print, online, television and radio media formats.
BIGSERVICES is a business group that serves data services, cyber techno, event networks,
media services, book publishing, and printing networks.
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Energy Business Review

Company Name   : Valley Media Inc 
Corporate Email   : maxie@energybusinessreview.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 5105657559
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.energybusinessreview.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/EnergyBusiness4
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/energy-busi-  
        ness-review/
 YouTube   : Redaksijktone

Company Desription :
Energy Business Review is a print and online magazine that provides readers with a 360-de-
gree view of the energy ecosystem. The magazine covers the entire spectrum of the energy 
community, which includes various energy companies  and many more. Our subscribers 
include Senior Research Scientist, SVP Drilling &amp; Well, Chief Engineers - Drilling &amp; 
Completion, Drilling Contractors, Geologist/Geophysicist, Project Heads, VP Refinery Opera-
tions, Director- Oil &amp; Gas Exploration and Production, GVP Strategy &amp; Sustainability, 
Rig Owners and many other senior decision-makers from the energy sectors.
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Energy Tech Review

Company Name   : Valley Media Inc 
Corporate Email   : maxie@energybusinessreview.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 5105657559
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://www.energybusinessreview.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/EnergyBusiness4
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/energy-busi-  
        ness-review/
 YouTube   : Redaksijktone

Company Desription :
Energy Tech Review is a guardian angel in this concern, assisting the service providers and 
business people to choose from the vast pool of enterprises who have worked in the energy 
sector to bring positive changes in our environment. Energy Tech Review aggregates the 
brightest of minds, opinions, analyses, the latest technologies, and the most mind-boggling 
arguments about the critical issues that exist in the energy sector.
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Event Guide

Company Name   : PT. Jakarta International Expo
Corporate Email   : -
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 021-26645256
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : eventguide.id
 Instagram  : eventguideindonesia
 Twitter   : @EventGuideID
 Facebook  : Eguide Guide
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
PROFILE EVENT GUIDE.ID is "the essential guide to the mice & lifestyle", event guide.id is a 
Media Leader - Online news site founded as a medium of information in the MICE industry 
(meetings, incentives, conventions & Exhibition). We present online news by providing the 
latest information current, fast and accurate. Through Positive journalism in accordance with 
the Code of Ethics. Our journalism presents important and balanced information across 
multiple platformsdigital websites and social media. EVENT GUIDE.ID is published and 
managed by journalists who are under the auspices of A well-known company PT Jakarta 
International Expo (Jiexpo) which is competent in MICE industry. In addition to the owner and 
manager of the venue, PT Jiexpo is also the organizer of the largest, most comprehensive and 
longest annual event in history, namely "Jakarta Fair” EVENT GUIDE.ID reviews large and small 
exhibition events, ranging from exhibitions at home and abroad, with the concept of an 
exhibition in the form of meetings, events, festivals, musical performances, seminars, confer-
ences, multinational products, exhibition in fresh and easy-to-understand language. EVENT 
GUIDE.ID is a reference for MICE industry stakeholders such as Ministry of Tourism, Central and 
Regional Governments, Management Places, Hotels, Banks, Restaurants, Transportation, 
Event Organizers, Providers, Contractor Stands, Freight Forwarders, Policy Makers in Compa-
nies and Governments and stakeholders other interests.
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HIGHLIGHT ID

Company Name   : Highlight ID
Corporate Email   : highlight.id@yahoo.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 0896 7081 0313
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.highlight.id
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Highlight.ID merupakan media online yang mengupas informasi seputar gaya hidup, bisnis, 
dan event.
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I NEWS

Company Name   : PT MNC TELEVISI NETWORK (INEWS)
Corporate Email   : publicity.inews@mncgroup.com
Corporate Fax   : (+62-21) 392 0032
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 - 23567600
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://tv.inews.id/
 Instagram  : @officialinewstv
 Twitter   : @officialinewstv
 Facebook  : @officialinewstv
 LinkedIn  : @officialinewstv
 YouTube   : @officialinewstv

Company Desription :
Being one of the 4 Free To Air (FTA) TVs under the auspices of MNC Media. iNews is present as 
a networked national TV that focuses on information and sports and has the largest network 
in Indonesia, which is located in 61 service areas. iNews continuously offers interesting 
reference programs, providing information and inspiration that is rich in a variety of local, 
national and international content.
iNews is a television station that offers information and sports programs that are fast, accurate, 
informative, educational and inspiring. To strengthen its advantages, iNews is supported by 
the largest News Center and News Gathering in Indonesia as well as studios with the most 
advanced technology.
It was first launched under the name SUN TV on March 5, 2008. Initially, the first broadcast of 
SUN TV could only be viewed terrestrially on several local television networks in Indonesia and 
through MNC Sky Vision. Since September 26, 2011, SUN TV changed its name to SINDOTV 
which is a manifestation of the synergy of SINDO Media, together with SINDO Radio (Trijaya 
FM), Koran SINDO and the Sindonews.com portal.
Then on April 6, 2015, SINDOTV changed to iNews TV which stands for Indonesia News Televisi. 
On October 31, 2017, iNews TV changed its name to iNews.
Supported by the largest network in Indonesia, iNews will certainly highlight and highlight 
local content from each region. iNews became the first integrated news media base in 
Indonesia for 4 national TV stations (RCTI, MNCTV, GTV, iNews).
We have become one of the best news television stations in Indonesia and we will continue to 
strive, running to achieve a leading position, racing to improve the quality of broadcasts, 
becoming the most awaited information and sports TV.



This is the beginning of the story that we want to tell because the story that later became the 
foremost and proud information and sports television.
Vision
To become a national television with a local network concept that broadcasts reference 
programs, providing information and inspiration that is rich in a variety of local, national and 
international content.
Mission
Presenting fast, reliable and balanced information;
Increase the potential of the region by providing complete and diverse local information and 
entertainment;
Provide life learning and inspiration;
Participate in maintaining and preserving national culture;
Mobilizing the community's economy through various information that provides stimulation 
and business opportunities.
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JKTONE

Company Name   : JKTONE 
Corporate Email   : redaksijktone@gmail.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +6289512506560
Corporate Social Media Name : 
 Website   : https://jktone.com/
 Instagram  : @redaksiJKTOne
 Twitter   : @redaksiJKTOne
 Facebook  : redaksiJKTOne
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Redaksijktone

Company Desription :
JKTOne.com is a news and lifestyle portal that focuses on readers in Indonesia. JKTOne.com 
stands under the auspices of CV. Centralindo Blessing, which was established on February 14, 
2018 with a domicile address in West Bekasi.

WWW.JKTOne.com displays news content that follows the times, such as Automotive, 
Lifestyle, Fashion, Entertainment, Tenology, Reviews (films and others), Variety of news, Travel 
and Culinary, as well as Galleries and Photos. The online media news portal JKTOne.com is 
certainly very different from other media, apart from being fronted by three (3) energetic and 
passionate women, JKTOne.com even comes with different nuances in every information 
conveyed.

Even though it is only two (2) years old, JKTOne.com has collaborated in 2019 to become a 
Media Partner in the biggest event, namely the Indonesia International Motor Show 2019 
which was held for eleven (11) days at the Jakarta International Expo Kemayoran and Musli-
mah Fashion. The 2019 Festival was held for four (4) days at the Jakarta Conventional Center 
Senayan.
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KOMPAS TV

Company Name   : Kompas TV
Corporate Email   : public.relations@kompas.tv
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 021-5309800 / 021-5309700
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.kompas.tv
 Instagram  : Kompastv
 Twitter   : @kompasTV
 Facebook  : Kompas TV
 LinkedIn  : Kompas TV
 YouTube   : KompasTV

Company Desription :
Media changes in the last decade have created both challenges and opportunities for 
Kompas Gramedia. Television and digital media will play an important role in society. Kompas 
Gramedia is aware of this changing trend and is strengthening its presence through television 
and digital media.

Responding to the public&#39;s need for information through television media, we present
KompasTV as a news channel in free to air and digital platform. This is a form of commitment 
tocontinue to support and develop Indonesian’s mindset and behavior.

Started in September 2011, first in 9 major cities, until now KompasTV can be enjoyed by more
than 100 cities in Indonesia with excellent streaming quality. This fact shows KompasTV&#39;s
commitment to become the leading media that is innovative, creative, and inspiring, not only
presenting actual information, but also providing quality.

We realize that the rapid advancement of information technology has so much impact on the
behavior of the Indonesian citizen, especially for Kompas TV audience. Responding to 
thischallenge, we are here to greet our loyal audience in digital form on various platforms 
such aspay television with high definition quality, free streaming, to be present at the forefront 
ofvarious social media. KompasTV commitment is to be a trusted media to provide the best 
for you, because KompasTV, the &quot;Trusted and Independent&quot; News channel.
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KONTAN

Company Name   : PT Grahanusa Mediatama
Corporate Email   : red@kontan.co.id
Corporate Fax   : 021 5357633
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 50899766
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.kontan.co.id
 Instagram  : @kontannews
 Twitter   : @kontannews
 Facebook  : KontanNews
 LinkedIn  : Kontan
 YouTube   : Kontan TV

Company Desription :
Established in 1996, Kontan is the leading economic media in Indonesia. We provide business 
and economis news, data, and financial tools. Our product format are digital news, printed 
news, and media services with excellent journalism report and in-depth analysis. 

We try to explain complex economic problems with a presentation style that is light, straight-
forward, and easy to understand, so that it can be a reference for taking economic steps. 

Kontan is part of KG Media, Kompas Gramedia Group, based in Jakarta, Indonesia. Work wiht 
us for better Indonesia.
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Maps & Globe Specialist (M&GS)

Company Name   : Maps & Globe Specialist (M&GS) 
Corporate Email   : info@mapsglobe.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +65-9825 9495
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.mapsglobe.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/mapsglobespecialist/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/   
      maps-globe-specialist
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exkMGfSmjSs

Company Desription :
Maps & Globe Specialist providing top-notch mapping solutions to the Oil & Gas, Power Plant, 
Shipbuilding, Renewable Energy, Palm Oil, Agricultural, Mining, Water and Waste Manage-
ment industry. We provide a platform for advertising on our maps to boost your business and 
reach decision-makers in various industries worldwide. We distribute our maps through mega 
trade shows around the world and our portfolio of products and mapping services are well 
diversified. M&GS Oil & Gas maps series cover more detailed oil exploration and production 
areas for countries within Southeast Asia and Middle East region, along with the exploration 
and production companies operating the acreages. Downstream Map features the supply 
from key producing Oil and Gas fields connecting with pipelines to refinery and petrochemi-
cal plants, as well as terminal and storage facilities. We pride ourselves in our ability to meet 
your requirements on customized mapping and embrace ourselves to high standard of 
professionalism both in our products and services. Kindly visit our booth to collect your FREE 
copy of maps, or kindly visit  https://www.mapsglobe.com/ for more information.
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Men’s Obsession

Company Name   : Men’s Obsession
Corporate Email   : redaksi@mensobsession.com
Corporate Fax   : (021) 29402411
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 29436102
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : mensobsession.com
 Instagram  : mensobsession.com
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : mens.obsession
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Mens Obsession

Company Desription :
Achievement and lifestyle magazine Men's Obsession was first presented on January 8, 2004 
as a monthly magazine, and was published by Dharmapena Group. We are here to give anoth-
er color and fill the void of segments in the national mass media universe, by consistently 
presenting the profiles of prominent national figures. Men's Obsession appears to fulfill the 
need for quality and inspirational reading for the upper middle class. Men's Obsession Maga-
zine adheres to the philosophy of being an informative inspirational magazine that seeks to 
broaden horizons and inspire its readers in treading success and improving the quality of life.
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MERAH PUTIH

Company Name   : PT MERAH PUTIH MEDIA
Corporate Email   : inna.ali@mpmedia.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 0813 1104 7300
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://merahputih.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
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Obsession News

Company Name   : Obsession News
Corporate Email   : redaksi@obsessionnews.com
Corporate Fax   : (021) 29402411
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 29436102
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : obsessionnews.com
 Instagram  : obsessionnews.com
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : obsession.news
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Obsession News 

Company Desription :
Achievement and lifestyle magazine Obsession News was first presented on January 8, 2004 
as a monthly magazine, and was published by Dharmapena Group. We are here to give anoth-
er color and fill the void of segments in the national mass media universe, by consistently 
presenting the profiles of prominent national figures. Obsession News appears to fulfill the 
need for quality and inspirational reading for the upper middle class. Obsession News Maga-
zine adheres to the philosophy of being an informative inspirational magazine that seeks to 
broaden horizons and inspire its readers in treading success and improving the quality of life.
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PETROENERGY

Company Name   : PETROENERGY
Corporate Email   : rahmimi@ymail.com / info@petroenergy.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812-8639-1482
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.petroenergy.id
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : - 

Company Desription :
Petroenergy from this time and on is our trademark for each business publications that we 
create to meet every single needs of oil, gas and energy society serving and at the same time 
as the window to Indonesian oil, gas and energy business.
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PETROMINDO.COM

Company Name   : PETROMINDO.COM
Corporate Email   : marketing@petromindo.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62-21-24458787 or +62-8138511390
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.petromindo.com
 Instagram  : https://www.instagram.com/petromindo/
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/petromindogroup/
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/PetromindoGroup
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/petromindo/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/c/PetromindoTVchannel/

Company Desription :
Petromindo.Com has been actively supporting Indonesian petroleum, mining and power 
sector by providing them with information through our website : www.petromindo.com. Our 
extensive network and experience in the industry has enabled Petromindo.Com to stay ahead 
in delivering news and information. We understand the industries and are willing to support 
them in doing their works more efficiently by providing them with quality news and informa-
tion.
Petromindo.Com also publishes directories such as Indonesian coal mining, minerals mining, 
oil and gas, and electricity industries in Indonesia, including Coal Metal Asia Magazine a 
premier English magazine which is focused on the coal and mineral industries.
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PETROMINER

Company Name   : PT Media Petrominer Adijaya
Corporate Email   : prismono@petrominer.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 0811850387
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.petrominer.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Petrominer.com is the transformation of Petrominer Magazine first published in Jakarta in 
mid-1973. As a digital-based mass media, Petrominer concentrates on providing information 
relating to technical aspects, as well as business in the sectors: Petroleum, Natural Gas, Mining, 
to Renewable Energy and Electricity. Petrominer also seeks to keep abreast of issues, regula-
tion and use of technology used in the energy and mining industries.
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Property&Bank

Company Name   : Property&Bank
Corporate Email   : redaksi@propertynbank.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 021- 83706084
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.propertynbank.com/
 Instagram  : @propertynbank_magz
 Twitter   : @propertynbank_
 Facebook  : Majalah PropertynBank
 LinkedIn  : Majalah Property&Bank
 YouTube   : Koridor.TV

Company Desription :
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Smart FM

Company Name   : Radio Smart FM 95.9 Jakarta
Corporate Email   : bisnis@radiosmartfm.com
Corporate Fax   : 021 6340646
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 6337783
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.radiosmartfm.com
 Instagram  : @smart959
 Twitter   : @radiosmartfm
 Facebook  : facebook.com/radiosmartfm
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Radio Smart FM

Company Desription :
.
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Sonora FM

Company Name   : Radio Sonora 92.0FM Jakarta
Corporate Email   : radio@sonoranetwork.co.id
Corporate Fax   : (021) 6387 3981, 6340646
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 633 7783, 634 0641
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : Sonora.co.id
 Instagram  : sonorafm92
 Twitter   : @sonoraFM92
 Facebook  : Radio Sonora Jakarta
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Sonora FM

Company Desription :
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Suara.com

Company Name   : Suara.com – PT. Arkadia Media Nusantara
Corporate Email   : marketing@arkadiacorp.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 02150101239
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : Suara.com
 Instagram  : @suaradotcom
 Twitter   : @suaradotcom
 Facebook  : @suaradotcom
 LinkedIn  : Suara.com
 YouTube   : @suaradotcom 

Company Desription :
Suara.com is a general news website publishing various articles and multimedia contents 
with topics ranging from politics, business, environment, sports, to lifestyle, entertainment, 
technology, etc. Officially launched in March, 2014, Suara.com in the last couple of years has 
been included in &quot;Big 5&quot; online media in Indonesia based on ranks from Alexa and 
SimilarWeb. As part of PT Arkadia Digital Media Tbk which has been a public listed company 
since 2018, Suara.com now has 20 dedicated regional pages accross Indonesia and has built 
an extensive network with more than 100 local media partners, as well as national and 
international media. Based in Jakarta with additional office in Yogyakarta, Suara.com also has 
more than 60 thousand registered users in its membership system, with millions of followers 
accross social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, Tiktok, Twitter, and so 
on. Suara.com is also part of the Arkadia Digital Ecosystem that consist of 7 other vertical 
portals, Yoursay.id as a user-generated content (UGC) platform, an e-commerce platform 
called Serbada.com, advertising portal Iklandisini.com, video portal Clickmov.com, viral site 
Beritahits.id, and an English website called TheIndonesia.id.

With most of its employees are young, dynamic and creative persons, Suara.com&#39;s 
journalistic works have also been recognised by many institutions with a long list of awards 
and fellowships throughout these years. Being independent and credible is what Suara.com 
has been and will always be holding as its vision as it continues to serve the public.
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TAMBANG Magazine

Company Name   : TAMBANG Magazine
Corporate Email   : info@tambang.co.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 7998823
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.tambang.co.id
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
TAMBANG Magazine make the best effort to present various information related to the 
mining & energy world, with the deep review but easy to read presentation. In addition, 
TAMBANG Magazine is also trying to deliver mining & energy information with the simple, 
popular wording style that would be accepted by many people.
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Tempo.co

Company Name   : TEMPO Media Group
Corporate Email   : redaksi@tempo.co.id | marketing@tempo.co.id
Corporate Fax   : 62-21-53661092
Corporate Phone Number  : 62-21-5360409 / 7255625 ext: 206
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.tempo.co
 Instagram  : tempodotcocom
 Twitter   : tempo.co
 Facebook  : Tempo Media
 LinkedIn  : PT Tempo Inti Media Tbk
 YouTube   : Tempodotco

Company Desription :
Tempo declared this year as Total Digital Transformation.
There are a number of reasons we are aggressively developing digital platforms with the initial 
focus of online media Tempo.co. First, Tempo must quickly adapt to the changing markets 
and ecosystems in the media industry. The media industry is one of the sectors most affected 
by digital disruption. Print media operations continue to decline, and the portion of advertis-
ing for print media also continues to shrink. The transformation towards digital media has 
become a necessity.
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Woman Obsession

Company Name   : Woman Obsession
Corporate Email   : redaksi@womanobsession.com
Corporate Fax   : (021) 29402411
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 29436102
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : womanobsession.com
 Instagram  : womanobsession.com
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : woman.obsession
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : Woman Obsession

Company Desription :
Achievement and lifestyle magazine Woman's Obsession was first presented on January 8, 
2004 as a monthly magazine, and was published by Dharmapena Group. We are here to give 
another color and fill the void of segments in the national mass media universe, by consistent-
ly presenting the profiles of prominent national figures. Woman's Obsession appears to fulfill 
the need for quality and inspirational reading for the upper middle class. Woman's Obsession 
Magazine adheres to the philosophy of being an informative inspirational magazine that 
seeks to broaden horizons and inspire its readers in treading success and improving the 
quality of life.
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AP3I

Company Name   : ASOSIASI PERUSAHAAN PRACETAK DAN PRATE  
      GANG INDONESIA (AP3I)
Corporate Email   : apppi_pusat@yahoo.com/apppi.pusat@gmail.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21-21016918
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.ap3i.indonesia.org
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Asosiasi Perusahaan Pracetak dan Prategang Indonesia (Asosiasi AP3I) berdiri sejak tanggal 18 
Juli 2013 dan dideklarasikan pada tanggal 29 April 2014 berasamaan dengan kegiatan 
Lokakarya Kesiapan Industri Beton Pracetak dan Prategang dalam Mendukung Pembangu-
nan Nasional yang Efisien Menyongsong Pasar Tunggal ASEAN 2015 dan Pasar Global 2020 
yang diselenggarakan di Ruang Sapta Taruna Kementerian Pekerjaan Umum dan Perumah-
an Rakyat RI. Sejak Asosiasi AP3I berdiri dan dideklarasikan seluruh Anggota Asosiasi AP3I 
telah menyatakan kesiapannya dalam mendukung program pembangunan pemerintah di 
Indonesia dengan menyediakan kapasitas produksi yang terus  meningkat dari tahun ke 
tahun. Saat ini Anggota Asosiasi AP3I adalah 31 perusahaan yang bergerak dibidang beton 
pracetak dan prategang. 
Demi mencapai maksud dan tujuan berbagai macam kegiatan internal maupun eksternal 
telah dilakukan Asosiasi AP3I baik skala nasional maupun internasional, dengan harapan 
untuk lebih memperkenalkan Asosiasi AP3I sebagai wadah komunikasi antar para anggota 
dan pemangku kepentingan mengenai hal-hal yang berkaitan dengan upaya-upaya 
pengembangan industri beton pracetak dan prategang di Indonesia. Penerapan sistem 
konstruksi pracetak dan prategang sangat memerlukan sistem pengendalian kualitas yang 
baik, untuk itu diperlukan Standar Nasional Indonesia (SNI) serta Manual Pengendalian Mutu 
yang baik. Anggota Asosiasi AP3I secara bersama-sama dan didukung Pemerintah telah 
menyusun beberapa rancangan standar dan manual.
Azas
Sebagai wadah komunikasi antar para anggota dan pemangku kepentingan mengenai 
hal-hal yang berkaitan dengan upaya-upaya pengembangan industri beton pracetak dan 
prategang yang berazaskan Pancasila.



VISI  AP3I
MENJADI ASOSIASI PERUSAHAAN 
PRACETAK DAN PRATEGANG YANG HANDAL

MISI  AP3I
Memberikan layanan yang prima dengan senantiasa mengedepankan mutu yang dapat 
dipertanggungjawabkan. 
Melakukan pembinaan secara berkesinambungan yang senantiasa bertindak secara profe-
sional mengikuti perkembangan kemajuan teknologi. 
Menumbuhkembangkan organisasi dengan senantiasa memberdayakan dan mengoptimal-
kan , monitoring secara konsisten. 
Memberdayakan perkembangan teknologi informasi untuk mengoptimalkan manajemen 
informasi dan komunikasi agar menjadi lebih tanggap menghadapi tantangan saat ini serta 
kedepan.
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APMI

Company Name   : ASOSIASI PERUSAHAAN PEMBORAN MINYAK, GAS   
      DAN PANAS BUMI INDONESIA (INDONESIAN OIL,   
      GAS & GEOTHERMAL DRILLING CONTRACTORS   
      ASSOCIATION)
Corporate Email   : apmi.ind@gmail.com
Corporate Fax   : +6221 725 3539
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 722 2088 / +62 21 725 3540
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : apmi-online.org
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : APMI Asosiasi Pemboran Migas & Panas Bumi   
      Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
APMI is the only association for all national oil, gas and geothermal drilling contractor compa-
nies throughout Indonesia, established on April 24, 1980 in Jakarta.
APMI accommodates oil, gas and geothermal drilling contractor companies with working 
areas throughout Indonesia.
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HAGI (Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia)

Company Name   : HAGI (Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia)
Corporate Email   : secretariat@hagi.or.id
Corporate Fax   : 021 5250040
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 5250040
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.hagi.or.id
 Instagram  : @infohagi
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia
 YouTube   : Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indonesia

Company Desription :
The Indonesian Association of Geophysicists – HAGI (Himpunan Ahli Geofisika Indoensia) is 
non-profit organization than encourages and develops science and technology of geophysics 
in Indonesia since 1979. On February 11th 1979, a small Group Indonesian Geophysicists met for 
discussion about a society of Indonesian Geophysicists, which later became the Indonesian 
Association of Geophysicists (HAGI).

The domain coverage area of HAGI is not only exploration and development of natural 
resources and engineering geophysics also earthquake seismology and geodynamic, ocean-
ography and meteorology, include hazard mitigation and it`s related.

Recently, total of HAGI member noticed of more than 4000 members become from varying 
company, oil and gas industry, mining industry, university, research institution both govern-
ment or non-government and others.
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IAFMI

Company Name   : IAFMI
Corporate Email   : info@iafmi.or.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812 8899 4655 (Yunita)+62 812 6006 1521 (Shifa)
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.iafmi.or.id 
 Instagram  : info.iafmi
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Ikatan Ahli Fasilitas Produksi Minyak dan Gas Bumi  
      Indonesia - IAFMI
 LinkedIn  : Ikatan Ahli Fasilitas Produksi Minyak dan Gas Bumi  
      Indonesia - IAFMI
 YouTube   : IAFMI - info

Company Desription :
IAFMI, which stands for the Association of Indonesian Oil and Gas Production Facilities 
Experts, was declared on June 20, 2013 in Bandung. IAFMI's mission is an expression of a long 
process, starting from the existence of oil and gas industry in Indonesia. Thus, IAFMI does not 
only focus on the professional aspects of its members, but also targeting other important 
aspects as a part of foundation for the development of the oil and gas industry. 
Vision and Missions of IAFMI:

Build and develop the network, competence, and professionalism of experts in oil and gas 
production facilities.
Facilitating technological progress to improve the quality, level of competition and stabili-
ty of the oil and gas industry.
Empowering the potential of domestic supporting resources for the oil and gas industry.
Build a center of science and knowledge in the field of oil and gas production facilities,
Provide input to stakeholders related to policies in the field of oil and gas production 
facilities.

IAFMI has 600 active members spread throughout Indonesia and globally. Also, IAFMI has 
2 mobile applications for member and event  registration. Those applications can be 
downloaded for free from Appstore and Playstore
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IAFMI activities that have been carried out include: CEO Talk, CEO Golf, Golf Charity, Golf 
Bareng (Gobar), Fasprod Forum, Joint Convex, Sharing Session, Welder Training, Virtual Webi-
nars, Skills Training, IAFMI RAKER & Team Building, IAFMI Decommissioning Workshop, and 
the IAFMI journal editions 2 - 11 can be accessed through www.iafmi.or.id. IAFMI journals, 
including the following:
• IAFMI Journal Edition 2 Marginal Field Development
• IAFMI Journal Edition 3 Towards Eastern Indonesia, Building Up to the Deep Sea
• IAFMI Journal Edition 4 Building Indonesian National Competency Expertise Standards
• IAFMI Journal Edition 5 Production Facility Design Indonesian Specification
• IAFMI Journal Issue 6 Design and Application of Pipeline Technology
• IAFMI Journal Edition 7 Process and Production Engineering Breakthrough
• IAFMI Journal Edition 8 Asset Optimization and Integrity of Oil and Gas Production    Facilities
• IAFMI Journal Edition 9 Process Safety Management
• IAFMI Journal Edition 10 Innovation and Transformation of Oil and Gas Production Facilities 
Towards Industry 4.0
• IAFMI Journal Edition 11 Innovation Facing The New Normal
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Ikatan Ahli Geologi Indonesia (IAGI)

Company Name   : Ikatan Ahli Geologi Indonesia (IAGI)
Corporate Email   : iagisek@cbn.net.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812-8888-1461
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : iagi.or.id
 Instagram  : iagi
 Twitter   : iaginet
 Facebook  : IAGI Page
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : IAGI (Ikatan Ahli Geologi Indonesia) - Indonesian   
      Association of Geologists

Company Desription :
The Indonesian Association of Geologists (IAGI) is a professional organization for Indonesian 
geologists and parties interested in the geological field. IAGI was founded on April 13, 1960, 
and currently has more than 10,000 members, seven subsidiary organizations, 27 regional 
administrators, three commissariats, two overseas chapters, and 29 student sections from all 
over Indonesia.

IAGI members consist of geologists, geoscientists, and earth-related professionals who have 
professional careers in several varied professional fields, including; corporate practitioners in 
the energy and non-energy fields (mining of metallic and non-metallic minerals and miner-
als), bureaucrats in government agencies (ministry/state institutions, provincial governments, 
and district/city governments), researchers and academics, as well as entrepreneurs in the 
field of geology spread across Indonesia and some other countries.
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IATMI (Ikatan Ahli Teknik Perminyakan Indonesia)

Company Name   : IATMI (Ikatan Ahli Teknik Perminyakan Indonesia)
Corporate Email   : pusat@iatmi.or.id
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 812-5050-332
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.iatmi.or.id
 Instagram  : @iatmipusat
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : iatmi pusat
 YouTube   : iatmi training

Company Desription :
Society Of Indoenesia Petroleum Engineer (IATMI) is a professional organization founded in 
Jakarta on 7 June 1979 by a group of Indonesian professionals working in the petroleum and 
geothermal industry. At this time IATMI has more than 10,000 members spread all over 
Indonesia and several countries in the world. Through synergy with related stakeholders, IATMI 
aims to serve its members to increase knowledge, support the professional development of 
Indonesian oil and gas. IATMI will also continue to work with other professional organizations 
to promote synergy and professionalism, and also contribute ideas and thoughts in advancing 
the nation's energy in the form of recommendations, holding various activities and events etc. 
IATMI Consists of more than 10,000 members of oil and gas experts spread across Indonesia 
and several countries in the world. Playing an active role in contributing to advancing the 
national and world oil and gas industry.
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Supra Primatama Nusantara PT

Company Name   : PT Supra Primatama Nusantara
Corporate Email   : sales@biznetnetworks.com
Corporate Fax   : +62-21-5700580
Corporate Phone Number  : +62-21-57998888
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.biznetnetworks.com
 Instagram  : @biznethome
 Twitter   : @biznethome
 Facebook  : Biznet Home
 LinkedIn  : PT Supra Primatama Nusantara
 YouTube   : Biznet

Company Desription :
Biznet is an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, providing Internet, Data 
Center, Cloud Computing and IPTV services. Biznet has a strong commitment to build 
modern infrastructure to reduce digital gap between Indonesia and other developing 
countries. Biznet has been operating thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic Network 
and the largest data center in Indonesia.

Biznet upgraded its Fiber Optic network to The New Biznet Fiber Network in 2018, which is the 
latest fiber network supported by reliable and sophisticated technology. Offering Internet 
service with the best performance and much bigger capacity, The New Biznet Fiber network 
will meet the ever-increasing demand in the future. The New Biznet Fiber offers the best 
options of Internet service to support business and also personal requirements, answering 
new and increasing challenges.

In 2022, Biznet continues to build submarine cable network from Java, Sumatra and Bangka 
Islands called Biznet Nusantara Cable System-1 (BNCS-1). BNCS-1 Cable will connect Anyer, 
Serang Regency (Java Island) to Kalianda, South Lampung Regency (Sumatra Island) and 
Sungsang, Banyuasin Regency (Sumatra Island) to Muntok, West Bangka Regency (Bangka 
Island) for approximately 100 KM. Now, Biznet is available in more than 180 cities across Java, 
Bali, Sumatra, Bangka, Batam, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Flores and Timor Island, with the total of 
65,000 KM Fiber Optic and 1,600,000 homepasses.  Biznet is also available in more than 6,000 
buildings.



Biznet has various Internet service package from Internet for home/apartment named Biznet 
Home, for SMB/startup with Biznet Home, and Biznet Dedicated Internet for enterprise or 
big-scale company. In June 2022, Biznet has an innovation increasing the bandwidth capacity 
for Biznet Home services for free. Currently, Biznet Home comes with a bandwidth capacity of 
up to 250 Mbps. So that through this innovation, it is hoped that it can be a solution to the 
needs of loyal Biznet Home customers for the best WiFi Internet connection. Every Biznet 
service also has a symmetrical speed for both download and upload, so that digital activities 
that require high upload speeds such as file transfers and video conferencing become 
smoother because the upload speed is the same or balanced with the download speed. And 
Biznet services are provided with unlimited quota or free of Fair Usage Policy (FUP), so that 
customer can continue to run smoothly without any problems while surfing the internet at 
any time.
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Best Western Senayan Hotel

Company Name   : Best Western Senayan Hotel
Corporate Email   : marcomm@bwsenayan.com, smm@bwsenayan.com
Corporate Fax   : 021 - 2903 7400
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 - 2903 7345
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.bwsenayan.com
 Instagram  : @bestwesternsenayan
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : bestwesternsenayan
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Known as one of the most prestigious location in Jakarta, Senayan offers convenient and easy 
access to the center of Jakarta city. Best Western Senayan is strategically located near Jakarta’s 
Golden Triangle (Sudirman, Thamrin, Gatot Subroto), consisting of countless diplomatic, 
business, financial establishments and skyscrapers.

Leisure travelers can check out the biggest sporting area in the country, Gelora Bung Karno 
Sporting Complex and some fantastic upscale shopping malls, Senayan City, Plaza Senayan 
and Pacific Place, In addition, Best Western Senayan can facilitate a number of meeting 
spaces to cater all your various business needs. THe meeting facilities are available for hosting 
meetings, client presentations, training sessions, seminars, gatherings or even business 
conferences.
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Pullman Jakarta Indonesia

Company Name   : Pullman Jakarta Indonesia
Corporate Email   : H8491@accor.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 3192 3333
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 3192 1111
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.pullmanjakartaindonesia.com/ 
 Instagram  : pullmanjakartaindo
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : Pullman Jakarta Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : Pullman Jakarta Indonesia
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Located in the heart of Thamrin CBD, Central Jakarta stands a vibrant upscale hotel with a 
cosmopolitan and stylish ambiance Pullman Jakarta Indonesia. Conveniently situated a few 
moments from several famous landmarks like National Monument, Selamat Datang Monu-
ment, Thamrin roundabout, international business area, and the high-end entertainment 
shopping scenes are surrounding. Access to public transportation and the capital's must-see 
attractions are all steps outside your door.
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The Ritz – Carlton Pacific Place

Company Name   : The Ritz – Carlton Pacific Place
Corporate Email   : rc.jktrt.leads@ritzcarlton.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 2550 1888
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.ritzcarltonpacificplace.com 
 Instagram  : ritzcarltonpacificplace
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : @ritzcarltonjakartapacificplace
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Founded in 2007, The Ritz-Carlton Jakarta, Pacific Place is a place for those who prefer to have 
the comfort of home while indulging in the legendary personal service and warm hospitality 
from The Ritz-Carlton Ladies and Gentlemen.

Conveniently located next to The Jakarta Stock Exchange, easily accessible from anywhere in 
the city, the hotel is perched on top of Pacific Place Mall and entertainment complex.

The hotel features 62 guest rooms which include Guest Room, Larger Guest Room, Suites, 
Larger Suites, Ritz-Carlton Suite, and Presidential Suite. A total of 132 residences are available 
in 1 bedroom, 2 bedrooms and 3 bedrooms units. The Club Lounge features ample seating 
and working space, 2 meeting rooms, business center services and complimentary Wireless 
Internet access. PA.SO.LA, the all-day dining restaurant offers buffet selection and a la carte 
menu of International cuisines. Three private dining rooms are available for exclusive 
functions. A 3,243sqm ballroom and 2,480sqm pre-function area can cater up to 8,000 people 
for standing reception or 2,000 people of sit down banquets.
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The Sultan Hotel & Residence Jakarta

Company Name   : The Sultan Hotel & Residence Jakarta
Corporate Email   : info@sultanjakarta.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 (21) 573 3089
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 (21) 570 3600
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.sultanjakarta.com
 Instagram  : @thesultanhoteljkt
 Twitter   : @TheSultanHotel
 Facebook  : @TheSultanHotelJkt
 LinkedIn  : The Sultan Hotel and Residence Jakarta
 YouTube   : The Sultan Hotel & Residence Jakarta

Company Desription :
The Sultan Hotel & Residence Jakarta is a five star hotel that strategically located in the centre 
of Jakarta city, surrounded by the biggest sport complex (Gelora Bung Karno), it’s also a 5 
minutes’ walk to Jakarta Convention Centre next to Jakarta Convention Centre (with the direct 
tunnel connecting the hotel and convention centre) and premium business district. The hotel 
location also close to local attractions such as shopping malls and entertainment venues 
within minutes. Easy access from international airport, a 15-minute drive to Gambir Train 
Station and MRT & bus station located in front of the hotel. Well known as an oasis in the city, 
this hotel provides easy access to major business office buildings within walking distance.  
Spread over approximately 34 acres of lush tropical gardens, the hotel & residence features 
two swimming pools, 12 tennis courts, a multi-sport court as well as a jogging track, two 
children’s playground and spa. With an all-day dining Lagoon Café, Chinese and Japanese 
restaurants and well as the popular Lagoon Lounge, 24-hour Room Service the Hotel offers a 
variety of dining experience and also the casual pizza dining place, Pizzeria. The Sultan Hotel 
& Residence Jakarta offers 694 well-appointed rooms including over hundreds suites and 
Executive Floors with exclusive Lounge benefits. The Sultan Residence has 250 unit serviced 
apartment (1, 2 & 3 bedrooms) ranging from 110sqm to 680sqm that is ideal for families and 
long term stay in Jakarta.
They have Golden Ballroom – the most sophisticated ballroom in Jakarta that opened in 2018, 
located in ground floor has a main hall with the big size of 1600sqm, can accommodating up 
to 2000 guests for a cocktail party or wedding. In addition, seven new adjoining conference 
suites (ASEAN room). The largest meeting room can accommodate 250 pax theatre style. 



Beside Golden Ballroom we also have Lagoon Garden that regularly used for social event such 
as wedding and meetings. Lagoon Garden has an area of   1350 sqm with a ceiling of nine 
meters high, can accommodate up to 2000 guest. Equipped with sophisticated sound and 
lighting, Lagoon Garden is a perfect venue for MICE. 
In addition, Kudus Hall with outdoor tropical Sriwedari garden and infinity swimming pool are 
also available that can accommodate up to 450 pax. With the classic Javanese wooden carved 
ceiling and overlooking the hotel’s infinity resort-style swimming pool, Kudus Hall in the 
perfect venue for hosting weddings or cocktail parties.
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DB Schenker

Company Name   : PT. Schenker Petrolog Utama (DB Schenker)
Corporate Email   : fairexhibition.jkt-id@dbschenker.com
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 3973 8900
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.dbschenker.com/id-en
 Instagram  : @dbschenkerapac
 Twitter   : @DBSchenker
 Facebook  : DB Schenker in Asia Pacific
 LinkedIn  : DB Schenker
 YouTube   : DB Schenker

Company Desription :
DB Schenker is one of the largest global freight forwarding companies and encompasses a 
strong international global network with over 76,000 employees in about 2,000 locations 
around the world. Our vision is to become the first-choice logistics provider known for its 
reliability and excellence.
 
As DB Schenker’s representative in Indonesia, PT Schenker Petrolog Utama combines more 
than 40 years of freight forwarding and logistics experience in the country. 
 
DB Schenker has been active in Indonesia since 1974 and formed a joint venture with our 
long-term partner, the Petrolog Indah Group in March 1999.
 
With a vision to become the first-choice logistics provider known for its reliability and 
excellence, PT Schenker Petrolog Utama currently employs over 400 people and has more 
than 18 locations throughout Indonesia. 
 
Our offices and warehouses are located in Jakarta, Tangerang, Semarang, Surabaya, Batam, 
Medan and Balikpapan. In other areas of the country, reliable local partners are employed. 
 
Our products and services include air freight, ocean freight, rail freight, road freight, contract 
logistics, fairs and exhibitions, relocations, project cargo, cargo insurance and customs 
clearance.
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DSV Solutions Indonesia PT

Company Name   : PT. DSV Solutions Indonesia
Corporate Email   : ID-Fairs@dsv.com
Corporate Fax   : +62 21 2852 9003
Corporate Phone Number  : +62 21 2852 9000
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : https://www.dsv.com/
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : https://twitter.com/DSV_AS
 Facebook  : https://www.facebook.com/dsv.corporate/
 LinkedIn  : https://www.linkedin.com/company/dsv/
 YouTube   : https://www.youtube.com/c/DSVGlobalTrans-    
      portandLogistics

Company Desription :
In 1976, ten owner-operated hauliers joined forces in the small town of Skuldelev in Denmark 
and founded DSV – De Sammensluttede Vognmænd (The United Hauliers). Since then, DSV 
has evolved to become a world-leading supplier of transport and logistics. 

At DSV, we keep supply chains flowing in a world of change. We provide and manage supply 
chain solutions for thousands of companies every day – from small family-run businesses to 
large global corporations. Our reach is global, yet our presence is local and close to our 
customers. More than 75,000 employees in over 90 countries work passionately to deliver 
great customer experiences and high-quality services. We aspire to lead the way towards a 
more sustainable future for our industry and are committed to trading on nature’s terms.

DSV is a dynamic organisation that fosters inclusivity and diversity. We conduct our business 
with integrity, respecting different cultures and the dignity and rights of individuals.

Our three divisions provide a one-stop-shop

DSV is organised into three divisions offering a complete range of services to support our 
customers’ entire supply chain: 

Air & Sea – transportation by air and sea
Road – transportation by road
Solutions – warehousing and logistics services



As a freight forwarder, DSV does not own or operate transport equipment; goods are 
transported via our global network of partners and subcontractors (carriers and hauliers). 

1,500+ offices, terminals and warehouses worldwide enable us to be close to our local markets 
while taking advantage of a global perspective and network to secure the best possible 
service at highly competitive rates. 

DSV works with sustainability across all areas of our business, from air, sea and road freight to 
contract logistics. We have a range of Green Logistics solutions ranging from CO2 reporting 
and strategic supply chain optimisation to emission compensation and sustainable fuel 
offerings. Each solution is designed to reduce the carbon footprint of your supply chain.

From a local haulier to a leading global freight forwarder

Initially, DSV offered haulier services only and focused on activities within the construction 
industry. From the mid-1980s onwards, however, the business was quickly expanded to 
include other transport and logistics activities domestically and internationally. From 2000 
onwards, with the acquisitions of the DFDS Dan Transport Group, Frans Maas, ABX and UTi 
Worldwide, DSV emerged as a global freight forwarder. 

In 2019, DSV joined forces with Panalpina, another global provider of transport and logistics 
services. In 2021, DSV acquired Agility’s Global Integrated Logistics business (GIL) and became 
the third-largest transport and logistics company globally.

From the beginning, the story of DSV has been a story of entrepreneurs with excellent 
business acumen and the courage to embark on a journey of continued growth. The DSV 
values remain deeply embedded throughout our global organisation.

Visit dsv.com and follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.
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H-XPO MANDIRI INTERNATIONAL PT

Company Name   : PT.H-XPO MANDIRI INTERNATIONAL
Corporate Email   : fauzi@h-xpomandiri.com
Corporate Fax   : +62-21-6251028
Corporate Phone Number  : +62-21-6251021
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.h-xpomandiri.com
 Instagram  : -
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : -
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
We understand our strengths. First and foremost, these are our people. While working with us, 
in all cases we apply our Caring and Reward system. We do not need a lot of infrastructure to 
build up all this. We can outsource and it is more flexible, and the services are more effective. 
They need us more than we need them, and they are under control. But we try not to be 
unreasonable. We consider them as one of us; we do not take advantage of them. We always 
try our best to make our business lean. We accept minimum capacity when our in-house 
infrastructures can’t be fulfilling. Outsource in small business like us has ended up compli-
mentarily fantastic. So, we say size does not really matter. Sometimes, the size may look good 
but not as good as the margin. This is how the business concept comes in. We personalize our 
services, even more, we customize to cater specifically to customers' particular needs and 
then leverage on technologies. From there, we can serve our customer excellently.

Today, H – XPO Mandiri Int’l earned an excellent reputation in this field to offer top professional 
services with dedicated staff and comparable rates and have solid worldwide agency network 
to serve all customer’s needs. H – XPO Mandiri Int’l existence was also purposed to handle 
some various projects.
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Vissasa Parama Nati PT

Company Name   : PT. Vissasa Parama Nati
Corporate Email   : exhibition@vissasa.id
Corporate Fax   : (62-21) 54370566
Corporate Phone Number  : (62-21) 54370666
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.vissasa.id
 Instagram  : PT. Vissasa Parama Nati
 Twitter   : -
 Facebook  : PT. Vissasa Parama Nati
 LinkedIn  : -
 YouTube   : -

Company Desription :
Established since year 2002, today PT. Vissasa Parama Nati offers integrated logistics services 
in Exhibition logistics, bonded warehouse, showbiz, concert and sport equipment.   We are 
proud to be an official freight forwarder for most of professional exhibition organiser shows 
held at all best venue in Indonesia.  Together with our worldwide overseas agents, we are 
ready to serve all exhibitors and customers with our best services.needs. H – XPO Mandiri Int’l 
existence was also purposed to handle some various projects.
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ReCharge Indonesia

Company Name   : PT JALAN TERUS SAJA ( ReCharge Indonesia )
Corporate Email   : marketing@recharge.id /  support@recharge.id
Corporate Fax   : 021 39700240 
Corporate Phone Number  : 021 39700238
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : www.recharge.id
 Instagram  : @recharge.id
 Twitter   : @rechargeid
 Facebook  : ReCharge Indonesia
 LinkedIn  : ReCharge Indonesia
 YouTube   : ReCharge Indonesia

Company Desription :
ReCharge Indonesia adalah perusahaan IoT (Internet of Things) yang menyediakan layanan 
penyewaan power bank berbasis aplikasi yang pertama di Indonesia. Beroperasi sejak bulan 
Maret 2018, layanan kami menawarkan teknologi power bank-sharing di mana kamu dapat 
saling berbagi energi Power Bank ReCharge dengan menyewa dan mengembalikannya ke 
ReCharge Station. Kami bertujuan untuk memberikan solusi komplit dan terjangkau agar 
kamu bisa mengisi ulang daya baterai telepon selular serta tetap terkoneksi. Untuk 
mendukung tujuan ini, ReCharge memiliki dan selalu mengimplementasikan nilai-nilai 
Aksesibilitas, Fleksibilitas, dan Kemudahan.
Nilai-nilai ReCharge
1. Aksesibilitas
Kami mudah untuk diakses kapan pun dan dimana pun.
2. Fleksibilitas
Kami beradaptasi terhadap perubahan dan masukan dari ReCharger (pelanggan ReCharge) 
demi membantu kehidupan kamu.
3. Kemudahan
Kami berkomitmen untuk memberikan teknologi bebas ribet agar kamu bisa terus menjalani 
aktivitas.
Dengan Power Bank ReCharge, kamu tidak perlu lagi khawatir kehabisan baterai. Kami selalu 
berupaya untuk memungkinkan kamu menyewa Power Bank ReCharge di mana pun kamu 
berada. Maka dari itu, sebanyak 500 ReCharge Station kini telah tersedia di Jabodetabek dan 
Bandung. Setelah baterai kamu terisi penuh, kamu cukup mengembalikan Power Bank 
ReCharge di ReCharge Station mana pun. Kabar baiknya, lebih banyak ReCharge Station 
akan segera hadir di lokasi-lokasi lainnya!.
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Plasticpay

Company Name   : Plasticpay
Corporate Email   : info@plasticpay.net
Corporate Fax   : -
Corporate Phone Number  : (021) 30030653
Corporate Social Media Name :
 Website   : plasticpay.net
 Instagram  : @plasticpay.tech
 Twitter   : @plasticpay.tech
 Facebook  : @plasticpay.tech
 LinkedIn  : PT Plasticpay Teknologi Daurulang
 YouTube   : Plasticpay Indonesia

Company Desription :
Plasticpay is a digital-based social behavioural modification platform that invites people to 
exchange plastic waste for points. 

We create an application and collection facilities for people, public and private sector to 
participate and collaborate in recycling activities to fulfil the sustainable development goals 
no 12 and 17. 

We Combining Green Economy, Digital Innovation and Marketing Activity to Speed Up New 
Opportunities for Indonesia to Grow in a Planet Friendly Manner.
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